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FOREWORD

Like defence itself, defence science needs a long-term
perspective if it is to be successful. This means that planning for
defence science needs tcr recognise, and respond to, trends in defence-
relevant science and technology, and evolution in strategic
circumstances and the force strucfure planning environment.

For maximum benefit to be obtained from this forward-
positioning research, it is important to have a priority-setting
framework. This needs to recognise where Australia can reasonably
expect to rely on overseas (or other) markets (and where, therefore, we
need expend little eftbrt), and, on the other hand, where Australia
needs to rely on its own efforts. The priority-setting mechanism
should for preference also indicate where, in terms of enhanced
Defence capabilities, the most leverage might be obtained.

With these thoughts in mind,I identified the need to develop a
framework to help guide the enabling R&D program (ie, forward-
looking research program) of the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation, the R&D arm of the Department of Defence. I was
looking for a mechanism to help give me, and other senior Defence
staff, greater confidence that we had the future sufficiently covered,
and to help identify the outcomes that would be important for this
future-oriented research to achieve.

I was very pleased, therefore, when Dr Ken Anderson, of
DSTO, and Professor Paul Dibb, Head of the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the ANU, accepted my invitation to work together to
produce their paper Strategic Guidelina for Enabling Raearch and
Daselopment to Support Australian Det'ence, This paper will be an
important foundation document to help guide the subsequent
considerations of the Enabling R&D AdvisoryGroup, which I have set
up to advise me on the trends in science and technology most relevant
to Australian Defence.

R. G. Brabin-Smith
Chief Defence Scientist

February 1996
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background. Enabling research and development (R&D) is directed at
the exploitation of new or developing science and technologies which
have the potential, over time, to support defence applications of
significant benefit. Australia's Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO) is seeking to establish a more structured
framework within which to develop its priorities for enabling R&D.
As part of this effort, an Enabling R&D Advisory Group has been
formed, drawing on expertise external to DSTO to advise on trends in
science and technology. This paper has been written to bring to the
notice of the Advisory Group those strategic matters that may affect
the relevance and applicability of future science and technology
developments to Australian Defence.

Shateeic Outlook. Following the end of the Cold War, the likelihood
of global war has declined markedly. Consequently, the prospect of
armed attack on Australia is more likely to depend on strategic
developments in Asia rather than on the global strategic balance. The
stable pattern of strategic relationships in Asia and the Pacific over the
last twenty years has enabled economies to grow and more effective
governments to evolve. However, the pattern of stable strategic
relationships which has underpinned Asia's security in recent years is
changing.

During the next twenty years, regional economies will
continue to expand and most Asia-Pacific countries will continue to
upgrade their armed forces. They have started from a relatively low
base, but the strategic potential and military capabilities of many
regional countries will increase markedly. Australia will need to
develop policies to encompass a wider range of possible outcomes
than in the more predictable decades of the Cold War. Australia will
continue to encourage a stable regional balance, incorporating
mechanisms to build trust, to deter and to resolve conflict and to
provide transparency of its own and others' defence policies. Should
this approach not succeed, Australia's defence policy must be robust
and flexible enough to protect Australia's direct interests.

Margin of Advantage. Australian Defence has traditionally enjoyed a
margin of technological advantage in its military capabilities in
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comparison with other regional defence forces. This margin, the

technology edge, will steadily decline through the next twenty years.

Other countries in the Asia-Pacific region will have access to

surveillance and weapon systems of the same generation and nominal
capability as the surveillance and weapon systems in the Australian
Defence Force. Consequently, Australia must seek to develop and
exploit specific margins of potential operational advantage, esPecially
in areas that are considered to be critical for success. These will occur
in less tangible capability areas such as intelligence, command and

control, electronic warfare, optimised human-machine performance,
training, repair and serviceability of platforms, logistics,
environmental knowledge and tactics. Australian Defence will strive
for the smart edge.

Defence Policy. The foundation of Australia's defence policy is self-

reliance. Under this policy, Australia must maintain military
capabilities sufficient to defend itself without depending on help from
other countries' combat forces. This poliry places emphasis on the use

of high technology and the exploitation of strategic geography rather
than large numbers of personnel. The policy of self-reliance requires
DSTO to maintain a high level of awareness of the current state and
future trends of military technology and the associated scientific
disciplines.

Self-reliance does not mean self-sufficiency. Defence will
continue to rely on foreign sources, particularly the United States, for
some services (such as intelligence) and some high-technology
products, particularly combat aircraft and missiles. However,
Australia will endeavour to maintain the capability to operate, maintain
and modify advanced equipment. The policy of self-reliance implies a

significant level of Australian science, technology and industry
support for vital capabilities and in cases where Australian needs are

unique.

laws of Armed Conflict. Australia has ratified the [,aws of Armed
Conflict which are built on the concePts of military necessity,
humanity and proportionality. The Laws demand that military force
not exceed the minimum required, be selected and applied to cause the
least loss of life and avoid incidental loss of civilian life. Therefore,
Australian Defence commanders will need improved capabilities in
real-time intelligence and reconnaissance together with improved
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precision and discrimination in weapon systems. Furthermore, unless
Australia were under direct and substantial threat, the public tolerance
of Australian casualties would be extremely low; this could place
substantial inhibitions on Australian Defence operations, perhaps
more than the Laws of Armed Conflict. Public sensitivity to losses of
Australian Defence personnel through fratricide would be acute.

Consequently, there would be a great need for reliable, high-
confidence identifi cation systems.

Military Trends. such as the Ranolution in Military Affairs, together with
the Australian concepts of operation for short-warning conflict, place
emphasis on the exploitation of information at all levels of command,
low losses of personnel, the use of precision weapons, and increased
productivity of each individual. The growing emphasis on
information (including situation awareness, decision-cycle speed and
information warfare) will blur the traditional distinctions between
land, sea and air warfare. These trends will be accompanied by an
increase in joint-Service operations and command arrangements.
There is a growing requirement for science and technology to support
national defence in improving and exploiting information capabilities,
improving ioint planning and control of military operations, helping to
improve cost-effectiveness, enabling individual defence personnel to
cope with increasingly complex tasks, improving operational
performance and effectiveness, and achieving lower attrition and
better survivability.

Australian Defence Capabilities will continue to be enhanced, with
about 20 per cent of the Defence budget allocated to maior new
equipment. During the next ten years, proiects will include the
replacement of equipment that will be obsolescent (such as the air
defence command system and Oberon submarines), the refurbishment
of some mairr platforms (such as the P-3C maritime patrol aircraft and
FFG frigates), and the introduction of some new capabilities (such as

the pint command support environment and airbome early warning
and control).

Beyond 2005. Defence may anticipate new capabilities in information
warfare, space surveillance, unmanned air vehicle operations,
distributed simulation, and intelligence collection, extraction and
dissemination. Rqlacemenf capabilities may possibly be required for
long-range maritime patrol aircraft, maritime combat helicopters, army
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utility and combat helicopters, air defence fighter aircraft and long-
range strike reconnaissance aircraft. Upgraded capabilities may be
required for the over-the'horizon radar network, ANZAC-class
frigates and helicopters, offshore pahol boats and helicopters,
minehunter vessels, reconnaissance and fire-support helicopters,
airborne early warning and control aircraft and Collins submarines. In
addition, capabilities that are based on electronics and computer
systems are likely to be subiect to continual enhancernent.

R&D Criteria. The prirnary requirement for defence enabling R&D is
the potential for significant benefit to Defence self-reliance. The
criteria therefore comprise technological uncertainty, critical defence
technologies, support to unique Australian operations or environment,
operational value or cost-effectiveness of defence capabilities,
survivability of defence personnel or assets, acquisition and support of
critical new defence capabilities, and the capacity for industry
involvement.

R&D PrioriV. The report discusses the defence technology fields
against the above criteria. It concludes that the highest priority for
defence enabling R&D should be placed on:

. computers and communication;

o information management;

o weapon countermeasures; and

o signals intelligence.

The second priority is placed on:

o sensor data processing and weapon guidance;

. sensor equipment and materials;

o platform structures and propulsion;

o platform signatures;

o simulation and training;

o systems engineering (including human interface); and

. operations research.
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The third priority group comprises:

o personnel support;

o environmental analysis;

o ballistics and energetic materials.

In terms of generic technology areas within DSTO, the report
indicates that the highest priority for defence enabling R&D should be
placed on systems science and engineering, and communication and
information systems. Second priority should be placed on opto-
electronics, radio frequency-based systems, and human factors. The
third category contains smart materials, acoustics and aeronautics.

These conclusions on priorities may be seen as an indicative
guide to the relative levels of resources that each area might attract.
Research in other specialist technical areas might also satisfy the
criteria for defence enabling R&D. Specific proposals for enabling
R&D would need to be assessed individually against the criteria.





1. INTRODUCTION

1. Thes Defence White Paperl emphasises the centrality of
science and technology to success in Australia's defence. Australia has
a relatively small population but a strong education, technology and
industry base. Therefore Austraiia's defence poliry gives prioiity to
capabilities that rely on high technology rather than on large numbers
of personnel.2

2. The Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO)
provides advice on the application of science and technology best
suited to Australia's defence and security needs. It conducts research
and development (R&D) in a wide variety of defence-relevant fields,
focusing on areas which are unique to Australia's needs or otherwise
central to national self-reliance.3

3. Australia has four broad objectives for its defence science and
technology advice. They are:4

. to position Australia to exploit future developments in
technology which show promise for defence applications;

o to ensure that Australia is an informed buyer of equipment;

o to develop new defence capabilities as required; and
o to support existing capabilities by increasing operational

performance and reducing the costs of ownership, including
life-extension programs.

Enabling Research and Development
4. Enabling R&D addresses the first of the above obiectives and it
provides a basis for the development of the other three. Enabling R&D
is the etploitation of new or developing science and technologies which
have the potential, over time, to support defence applications of

Delending Austnlia, Defence White Paper 1994 (Department of Defence, Canberra,
194) lhereafter DA94l para.4.27.
DA94, para.4.4
DA94,p.167.
DA94, para.12.1.

1

2
3
4
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significant benefit. Defence enabling R&D includes the development
of skills and expertise that will position DSTCI

. to understand, exploit and counter anticipated science and
technology advances;

o to avoid being surprised by prospective developments; and

o to advise Defence on the development of policies which
anticipate science and technology advances'

5. Enabling R&D may have no immediate practical outcome but
it should have the long-term potential for application and exploitation.
Enabling R&D may provide a stream of novel and innovative ideas in
areas of high technological risk and potentially high payoff. Enabling
R&D may lead to revolutionary rather than incremental advances.

6. DSTO's program for enabling R&D is intended to position the
organisation to be able to address and solve tomorrow's Defence
problems as well as today's.s Enabling R&D will develop staff
expertise in critical areas so that DSTO can offer expert advice when
required. Enabling R&D should lead to the development of research

capabilities and policies that will enable DSTO to deliver high-value
R&D products to its customers. At the 1994 Chief Defence Scientist
Conference, DSTO's customers and stakeholders expressed general
support for enabling R&D that would Position the organisation to be

able to continue to provide advice to support Australian Defence into
the future.

7. The Enabling R&D Advisory GrouP is being established to
provide the Chief Defence Scientist with an external source of advice
on trends in science that are relevant to defence.5 The advice will
assist in assigning long-term research priorities, defining the directions
for developing fundamental research skills and capabilities, and
positioning DSTO to meet the science and technology challenges that
may be expected with the next generation of defence equipment and
capabilities.

Stratqic Reoiew 7993 (Department of Defence, Canberra, 193) [hereafter SR93],
para.6.l3.
The membership of the Enabling R&D Advisory Group will be drawn from
Australian univCrsities and other Defence Programs as well as DSTO.

J

6
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8. The activities of the Enabling R&D Advisory Group will
provide a response to the strategic guidance in the Defence White
Paper. The establishment of the Advisory Group is consistent with the
Price ReportT recommendations for DSTO, namely more precisely
defined priorities in strategic guidance; increased customer focus
through client involvement in priority setting; and examination of
mechanisms to provide advice on longer term priorities.

DSTO Program Improvement

9. The Australian Defence organisation has on-going
requirements for science and technology advice to support policy
development and defence activities in force development, logistics and
operations. Most of this advice is supplied by DSTO, either directly or
by harnessing the R&D capabilities of Australian university and
industry sources. Approximately 90 per cent of DSTO's R&D
resources is attributed to customer-sponsored work; the remaining 10
per cent is enabling R&D sponsored by DSTO itself. However, it
should be noted that some enabling R&D is sponsored by other
Defence programs.

10. Program Visibility. During 1992-93, DSTO introduced several
Program Improvement initiatives to provide extensive visibility of the
Science and Technology program and to involve the customer group
more extensively in program review and priority setting. The DSTO
client program was divided into four Force Research Areas - Maritime,
Land, Air, and Policy-Command, the latter representing primarily the
HQADF and Strategy and Intelligence Programs. Internally sponsored
enabling R&D work is placed in a fifth Force Research Area, known as

the DST Force Research Area. The content and balance of the work in
each Force Research Area is examined by a priority review committee
involving DSTO and its clients. The Defence Science and Technology
Committee (with senior representatives of all Defence programs)
meets annually to review the R&D program across the five Force
Research Areas.

Delena Policy anil lndustry, Report to the Minister for Defence prepared under the
direction of the Parliamentary Sc'cretary to the Minister for Defence, the Hon.
Roger Price lr{P (Deparhnent of Defence, Canberra, November 1992) [Price
Reportl.
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11. Customer Satisfaction. The Program Improvement process

has led directly to a substantial increase in customer satisfaction with
DSTO's output and the balance of its products and services. However,
considerabll pressure within each Force Research Area, together with
increasing customer awareness and requirements, has led to a

sharpening of the competition for resources, both within each Force

Reselrch Area and between Force Research Areas. A consequence of
this process has been to reduce the quantity of long-term enabling
R&D in the DST Force Research Area. It is nevertheless recognised

that DSTO must manage and sustain a credible Program of enabling
R&D independently of immediate customer requirements but clearly

mindful of future applications.

Aim of this Paper

72. The aim of this PaPer is to provide policy background and

selection guidelines to the Enabling R&D Advisory Group and to
DSTO scientists contemplating new enabling R&D initiatives. Annex
A contains a copy of the Terms of Reference for the preparation of the
paper. The paper draws together the relevant factors that may affect
ihe priority and application of various technologies to future defence
needs in the Australian strategic context' The factors include:

o developments in Australia's strategic circumstances;

o requirements for enhancing Australia's self-reliance;

o developments in technology and their application to defence;

o trends in warfare, including changes in relevant international
law;

o the likely nature of short-warning conflict; and

o the nature and timing of future decisions on the ADF
structure.

13. This paper provides comments on the maturity of the existing
technology base and offers some recommendations about the possible

application of candidate technologies to future defence operations and

equipment. This paper is more concemed with forecasting technology
applications rather than forecasting technol ogy ilanlopments.
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74. Many paragraphs in this paper contain selective extracts of the
1994 Australian Defence White Paper. Readers with a working
knowledge of the White Paper may therefore wish to skip several
sections in this paper, particularly Sections 2 (Strategic Outlook),
Section 3 (Defence Policy) and parts of Section 5 (Defence Force
Capabilities).





2. AUSTRALIA'S STRATEGIC OUTLOOK

15. Following the end of the Cold War, the likelihood of global
war has declined markedly. Consequently, the prospect of armed
attack on Australia is more likely to depend on strategic developments
in Asia and the Pacific,l and particularly in Asia itsell rather than on
the global strategic balance.

Stability
16. The stable pattern of strategic relationships in Asia and the
Pacific over the last twenty years has enabled economies to grow and
more effective governments to evolve, while the end of the Cold War
has allowed many of the tensions and conflicts of the past to be
resolved or eased. However, the pattern of stable strategic
relationships which has underpinned Asia's security in recent years is
changing.

17. The United States will retain strategic commitments to
Australia and other countries in the region. The United States will
remain an important participant in regional security affairs but it will
neither seek nor accept primary responsibility for maintaining peace
and stability in the region.2 Russia is likely to be preoccupied with its
internal affairs and therefore will not play a significant part in the
strategic balance in Asia and the Pacific for the foreseeable future,
except as an arms supplier to Asian and Pacific nations.

Asian Affairs
18. As a result of these changes, the strategic affairs of the region
will be increasingly determined by the countries of Asia themselves.
Much will depend on the policies of the major Asian powers - |apan,
China and lndia - and on their relationships with one another and with
other countries in the region.

19. Although several recent developments give grounds for
optimism, there remains the possibility that ethnic and national

DA94,para.2.7.
DA94,para.2.6.

1

2
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tensions, economic rivalry, disappointed aspirations for prosperity,
religious or racial conflict, or other problems could produce an
unstable and potentially dangerous strategic situation in Asia and the

Pacific over the next fifteen years.3

20. In many Asian countries economies will continue to grow
strongly, education standards will rise and technological capabilities
will expand. Economic growth has enabled sustained increases in
defence budgets and the development of sophisticated military
capabilities, particularly advanced naval and air forces. Although this
growth does not have an emphasis on power proiection, military
developments over the next fifteen years will add to the scale and
intensity of combat that could be sustained, and will widen the range
of military options available to many regional nations. One particular
concern is the potential for proliferation of weaPons of mass

destruction, including chemical and biological weapons.

21. Over the next fifteen years, China is likely to become the
largest economy in Asia. This will affect global power relationships
and become a dominant factor in the strategic framework of Asia and
the Pacific. China is likely to continue to pursue its strategic obiectives
by a combination of diplomatic, political and economic means/

underpinned by its growing military strength.

22. India's economy is also likely to grow strongly in the next
fifteen years. This will allow it to strengthen its already substantial
forces and to exert increased influence, in the Indian Ocean and the
wider strategic balance in Asia.a

23. Japan's economic and industrial strength already gives it huge
strategic potential, and its armed forces are, and will remain, among
the most substantial in Asia. Japan's defence posture will depend on
how it perceives its neighbours, its growing role in world affairs
(especially the United Nations) and on fapan's confidence in its
security alliance with the United States. That in turn is likely to
depend, in part, on developments in the Korean peninsula.

24. As their economies continue to expand, most South-East Asian
countries will continue to upgrade their armed forces. They have
started from a relatively low base, but over the next fifteen years the

DA94, para.2.8.
DA94, paras 2.14 and 8.30.

3
4
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strategic potential and military capabilities of most ASEANS countries
will increase markedly.6 Indonesia already has the largest economy in
South-East Asia, as well as the largest population. At the same time,
Indonesia's armed forces will continue to develop their capabilities
and professionalism.

Regional Security

25. These long-term trends in regional security affairs will have
important and direct consequences for the development and
implementation of Australia's defence policy. Australia will need to
develop policies to encompass a wider range of possible outcomes
than in the more predictable decades of the Cold War. Furthermore,
Australia's ability to help shape its strategic environment will become
more important to national security.T

26. Australia will continue to encourage a stable regional balance,
incorporating mechanisms to deter and to resolve conflict and to
provide transparency of its own defence policy. Australia will
endeavour to develop trust building measures such as:8

o limited exchange of military information;
. a regional security studies centre;

. a maritime information database;

o strategic planning exercises; and

o peace keeping training.

27. At the same time, Australia's defence policy must be robust
and flexible enough to protect Australia's direct interests if these
policies do not succeed.

Association of South-East Asian Nations.
DA94, para.2.15.
DA94,para.2.19.
Gareth Evans and Paul Dibb, Australinn Paper on Practical Proponls for *curity
l-oopration in the Asia Pacific Region (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and
Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra,
1992\.

5
6
7
8
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Tedrnological Outlook
28. The approaching decades promise ongoing technological
advances, especially in surveillance and information technology.
Sensors will be capable of improved detection range and resolution.
Guided weapons will use imaging sensors for more selective targeting
and to defeat existing countermeasures. Spacebased sensors and
stand-off imaging systems will become cheaper and more capable.
Electronic warfare equipment will become more robust. Advances in
electronic protection rnay be so great that conventional jamming and
decoy countermeasures become ineffective. Directed energy weapon
capabilities will grow; and techniques to protect electronic systems and
sensors, including the human eye, will become more important.
Unnunned air vehicles will have increasing capabilities in range,
endurance and capacity to carry remote sensing and communications
equipment.

29. New capabilities will be developed to extract, manage and
distribute vast quantities of information of all forms (text, audio, video,
imagery) to and from remote users over secure links. Information
fusion from different sensors and sources will provide improved
detection and identification and support better and quicker decision-
making. Advances in high-level systems engineering will lead to the
development of architectures to permit the efficient and transparent
integration of separate operational information systems. Dependence
on computer-based data will increase, providing an opportunity for
covert exploitation of an opponent's systems and a vulnerability to
hostile acts. Software reliability will be threatened by its growing
complexity; to cope with this, software validation and assurance
systems will be enhanced. Modelling and simulation capabilities will
continue to become less expensive and more powerful.

30. Real-time monitoring systems will enable more accurate
platform health and life assessment, better serviceability and cheaper
maintenance. Advances in nondestructive inspection and early
warning for fatigue and corrosion will be achieved. New materials for
sealants, coatings and adhesives will provide improved serviceability
for defence platforms and systems. New adhesives may make field
repairs easier.

31. Australian Defence has traditionally enioyed a margin of
technological advantage in its operational capabilities in comparison
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with other regional defence forces. This margiry t}:re technology eilge,
will steadily decline through the next twenty years as the technological
capacity and educational standards continue to increase along with
economic achievements and military capabilities.9 Other countries in
the Asia-Pacific region will have access to surveillance and weapon
systems of the sarne generation and nominal capability as the
surveillance and weapon systems in the Australian Defence Force
(ADF).

32. Consequently, Australia must seek to develop and exploit
specific margins of potential operational advantage, especially in areas
that are considered to be critical for success.l0 These may occur in less
tangible capability areas, such as:

r intelligence analysis and extraction;

o command and control;

. electronic warfare;

o optimised performance of human-machine systems;

o team and individual training;

. repair and serviceability of advanced platforms and systems;

o logistics and resupply in the Australian geography;

. environmental knowledge and exploitation; and

o tactics development and evaluation.

33. Australia will seek to maintain a margin of advantage, a
capability edge,in its defence operations through being a smartbuyer,
developer, commander, maintainer, trainer, and operator of its
equipment. Through its defence science and technology capabilities,
which are far more developed that those of any regional country,ll
Australian Defence will strive for the smart edge.

9
10
11

DA94, para.4.25.
ibid.
Paul Dbb, The Conceptual Basis of Australia's Deftnce Plaaning and Force Structure
Deoeloryent, Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.88 (Sbategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 7992), p:7.





3. AUSTRALIA'S DEFENCE POLICY

Self-Reliance

34. The foundation of Australia's defence policy is self-reliance.
Under this policy, Australia must maintain military capabilities
sufficient to defend itself without depending on help from other
countries' combat forces.l The defence posture and forces that are
required for self-reliance are determined by strategic geography and
by the nature and level of capabilities which could credibly be used
against Australia. Australia's defence planning is based on capabilities
rather than threats.2

35. Self-reliance does not mean self-sufficienry. Defence will
continue to rely to some extent on foreign sources for some services,
such as intelligence, and some products, particularly new high-
technology equipment. Howevet Australia will need to develop
indigenous products and services in those areas for which the design
and performance data (such as signature data) cannot reasonably be
shared, even amongst close allies.

36. Self-reliance requires Australia to maintain armed forces and
the national capability to otploy, maintain and modify advanced
equipment so that Australia is not reliant on the direct intervention of
other powers for the more credible circumstances likely to be faced.3
The policy of self-reliance implies a significant level of Australian
science, technology and industry support for capabilities considered
vital for Australia's defence and where Australian needs are unique.
This includes many of the mapr logistics and some manufacturing
needs of the ADF, including the supply of consumable items and the
capacity to repair, overhaul and modify most defence equipment. As
the specialist demands for scientific and technological advice are met
principally by DSTO, the policy of self-reliance requires DSTO to
maintain:

DA94, para.3.3.
DA94, para.4.5.

John Baker, 'Technology, Strategy and the Defence of Australia' in Desmond Ball
and Helen Wilson (eds), New Technology: lmplicatbns for Rcgbnd anil Australian

Y"!ity, C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.75 (Shategic and Defence
Shrdies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1991).
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o a Ngh level of awareness of the current state and future trends
of military technology and the associated scientific disciplines;
and

o a capability to transfer scientific and technological products
and techniques to industry.

37. Regional Capabilities. While no regional countr), is expected
to develop the capability to mount maior aftacks on Australia, the
availability of sophisticated equipment, and the increasing capacity of
many countries to acquire and operate advanced military systems, are
raising the level of capability in the region. These developing
capabilities, especially in naval and air forces, will increase the
potential scale4 of short-warning conflict. In anticipation of these

developments, Australia will develop and maintain defence

capabilities that are able to defeat any forces which could credibly be

brought to bear in the sea and air approaches to northern Australia or
on Australian territory in a short-warning conflictj

38. By developing and maintaining defence capabilities in peace,

Australia is not iust preparing to resist aggression, it is helping to make
war less likely. Australia is less likely to be subie$ to arnred attack
because the ADF is clearly capable of defeating any credible use of
force against Australia. By sustaining forces that can effectively resist
aggression, Australia helps to prevent it.o

39. Self-Reliance Is Achievable. A self-reliant defence posture is
achievable within Australia's resourc€s and technology base.7 This

will require careful planning and managing of defence and industry
capabilities, using the advantages of the strategic environment, and
eiploiting the opportunities offered by technological developments.s
The highest defence priority is therefore to build, maintain and
support forces for the self-reliant defence of Australia.9

40. This approach to the defence of Australia emphasises
understanding the unique geo-strategic environment and guarding the
sea and air approaches. It requires capabilities which can deny the

! oeN,para.4.14.
) DAg4,para.4.16.
: DA%, para. 1.9.

I Baker,op.cit.o DA94. para.3.5.
9 oeg+, iaras 3.6 and 5.69.



sea-air approaches to an adversary, as :;':':r^:*;iltil:,
incursions. It requires surveillance to cover a vast area; particularly
the sea-air gap and northern Australia. The strategic aim is to raise the
threshold for anyone wishing to take military action against
Australia.lo While this stance is fundamentally defensivg the ADF is
not limited to defensive operations. The ADF will continue to develop
capabilities to respond to any use of force against Australia, and to
take the operational initiative within or beyond the area of
operations.ll

The United States Alliance
41. Australia's self-reliant defence policy requires that its defence
capabilities be sufficient to defend Australia without depending on
combat assistance from other countries, including the United States.12
Nonetheless, the defence alliance with the United States is an
important and enduring element of Australia's defence policy and
remains a valuable additional deterrent to any countqr contemplating
hostile action against Australia. The United States will remain the
strongest military power in the world with the most sophisticated
military technology for the foreseeable future. It will be a key
influence on the security of Asia and the Pacific and it will have a
central place in any multilateral security arrangements.l3 The
relationship with the United States supports activities such as joint
exercises and staff exchanges that contribute to Australian defence
capabilities that are important for the self-reliant defence of Australia.

42. Intelligence cooperation is fundamental to Australia's national
intelligence capabilities.la Australia has a close intelligence
relationship with the United States, which gives Australia access to
intelligence data, including signals and imagery. This cooperation
with the United States serves both countries and contributes to global
securitv.l5

Baker, op.cit.
DA94,para.3.7.
DA94,pata.9.6.
DA94,para.9.2.
DA94, para.9.9.
DA94, para.9.13.
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43. Access to advanced military technology from the United States
will continue to be important in sustaining the leading-edge
capabilities which Australia will need to meet the evolving demands of
its strategic environment. Maintaining preferential access to US
military technology will be important for sustaining Aushalia's self-
reliant defence posture. 15

M. Defence scipnce links with the United StateslT provide access
to high technology through partnerships in developing technologies
applicable to the regional strategic environment.l8 DSTO will seek
and exploit advanced technologies from the United States, particularly
where an indigenous capability is required for modifying and
maintaining US-sourced systems.

Laws of Armed Conflict and Public Attitude
45. Australia has been a consistent supporter of the Laws of
Armed Conflict.l9 Australia has ratified most of the multinational
treaties that deal with these laws, including the Additional Protocols
that provide for the protection of victims.

46. The laws of Armed Conflict are built on the concepts of
military necessity, humanity and proportionality. The Laws enshrine
the following principles:

o the force used must not exceed the minimum required to
achieve the military obiective;

o the force should be selected and applied to cause the least loss
of life and damage to property as is possible in the prevailing
circumstances;

o attacks may be considered unlawful and indiscriminate if they
may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life and

DA%, para.9.10.
Induding the Deutch-Ayers Agreement, the USAustralia Scientist-Engineer
Exc.hange ltogram, the ABCA Armies Standardisation Agreenent, the Air
Standardisation Coordination Committee, the ABCA-ANZ MOU, and The
Tedrnical Coopera tion Program.
DA94, para.9.ll.
Operations Law for RAAF Commanders, DI(AF) AAP 1m3 (Department of Defence,
Canberra, 1994), Chapter 5.
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which rnay be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct
military advantage.

47. Consequently, the Laws of Armed Conflict have the potential
to have considerable impact on the planning and conduct of warfare.
ADF commanders in military operations are required to take all
feasible precautions in the choice of targets and the method of attack.
Commanders will need soundly-based intelligence to assess the level
of risk of incidental injuries and to ensure that the targets are valid
military objectives. They will need to refrain from attack if the risk of
incidental injuries appears to be excessive in comparison with the
anticipated military advantage. They will need to plan their
operations to minimise incidental injuries and collateral damage.

48. In order to comply with the laws of Armed Conflict (as well
as for operational effectiveness reasons), the ADF will need capabilities
in the following areas:

o real-time intelligence of the opponent's military disposition
and civilian infrastructure;

o real-time tactical reconnaissance of potential targets;

. precision and discrimination in weapon navigation, guidance
and delivery systems.

49. As a result of the extensive capacities of the communications
media, particularly commercial television crews using independent
satellite data links for broadcasts direct from the battlefield, the general
public will probably be well informed about the daily progress of any
conflict involving ADF personnel. In general, the public would wish
to be assured that humanitarian standards were being applied,
consistent with the laws of Armed Conflict. The public may wish the
ADF to use non-lethal weapons in preference to lethal weapons if the
substantial military objectives can be achieved with them. Unless
Australia were under direct and substantial threat, the public tolerance
for ADF casualties would be extremely low and almost certainly lower
than the adversary's tolerance; this could place substantial restrictions
on ADF operations, perhaps more than the Laws of Armed Conflict.

50. Public sensitivity to losses of Australian personnel through
fratricide would be acute. Consequently, there would be a great need
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for reliable, high<onfidence identification systems and procedures to
avoid targeting friendly forces.

Advanced Technology

51. Australia will continue to rely on advanced technology as a
key element of defence strategy.2o The emphasis on technology
reflects the realities of a small and well-educated population defending
a large country with a limited number of defence platforms.2l
Furthermore, Aushalia will need to remain abreast of technological
developments to avoid mapr interoperability problems with its maior
allies, especially the United States. The emphasis on technology is
important for retaining regional standing and it exploits Australia's
technical capacity to operate and maintain advanced equipment
effectively. The range of new technologies relevant to defence,
especially those derived from the civil sector, is expanding. Defence
should continue to seek innovative applications of advanced
technology to increase defence capacity within constrained resources.

52. It is necessary to be selective in the use of advanced
technology. The most advanced technology might not always be

iustified on either cost or capability grounds. High-technology
approaches can sometimes create undesirable vulnerabilities through
concentration or centralisation of capability or dependence on
specialised support. High-technology equipment may bring new
difficulties for protection, e.g. security for electronic systems, data
banks and data links. fudgments on the balances between technology
quality, modernity and quantity will become increasingly important.
The most advanced capabilities (not necessarily the most advanced
technologies) will be required in command and control, information
transfer and integration, all-weather day-and-night operations and the
ability to control and concentrate force rapidly and precisely.22

Resources

53. Fundine of New Eouipment. In the current stratesic
circumstances, the government is expected to continue to sustain the

7? DAe4,para.4.21.

:: SR93, para. 5.,14.zz SR!)3, para. 5.45.
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current level of investment in Defence equipment and facilities. These
assets take many years to be acquired and brought into operational
service. Despite pressure for increased expenditure on personnel and
operations, the capital investment in new or updated equipment will
continue to consume about 20 per cent of the Defence budget.ts
Unless there is a significant change in strategic circumstances, the
Defence budget is unlikely to exceed 2 per cent of Australia's gross
domestic product.24 The real costs of acquiring new high-technology
equipment (e.g. combat aircraft and submarines) are expected to
continue to increase due to the growing sophistication of sensors and
weapon systems and the need for periodic updating. In contrast, the
real whole-of-life cost of less complex equipment using mature and
commercial technologies (e.g. transport ships, transport aircraft and
land vehicles) should decline.

54. Timing of Capital Expenditure. In the period 2070-2020,
several major Defence assets, including the F/A-18, F-111 and P-3C
aircraft and the Black Hawk and Seahawk helicopters, will approach
obsolescence.25 The capabilities provided by these platforms are

currently considered to be essential to Australia's defence and,
therefore, these capabilities will probably need to be replaced,
although not necessarily with the same type of platforms. Other maior
assets, such as the jindalee Operational Radar Network, Collins-class
submarines and ANZAC frigates, will have been in service for 10 to 15

years and will be considered for upgrading. There is also the prospect
that additional capabilities, such as new C3I systems, may require
capital funds.

55. Current cost estimates suggest that a significant increase in the
capital equipment budget would be required in order to fund all of
these proiects in the same decade, particularly if the cost of high-
technology defence platforms and equipment continues to increase at a
rate greater than inflation. Therefore, Defence must continue to seek
ways to reduce the investment bulge - e.g. the cost-effectiveness of
multi-role combat aircraft will be considered for the tactical air defence
and long-range air strike roles providing that technological
developments allow a single airframe type to carry out both roles

DA94, para. 14.10.
DA94, para. 14.5.
DA94, para. 14.12. See Annex B for planned withdrawal dates of major ADF
assets.
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effectively.25 There will be Pressure to implement 
- 
life-extension

technologies on the maior defence platforms; however, the operational
effectiveiess of their ageing systems in relation to other defence

capabilities and competing systems must be evaluated before life-

exiension programs are implemented. In some cases, it may be

sensible to-consider the early replacement of equipment, especially if
recurring operational costs can be reduced.

Industry Policy

56. Self-Reliance. As a cornerstone of the defence self-reliance

prolicy, industry plays a central role in Australia's national capacity for
defence. This means that Australian industry needs to be in a position
to supply and support (and in some cases design and manufacture)
leading-edge products and systems in a range of areas. Defence Poligl
for industry focuses on encouraging strong, world-comPetitive, and

innovative industries capable of providing strategically important
capabilities for the defence of Australia. Developing and sustaining
the key skills and capabilities in Australian industry is important for
defence self-reliance. Defence can encourage this:

o by interacting with industry at an early stage;

o by modifying the timing of defence proiects to improve the

continuity of work flow to industry;

o by moving the lower risk technical work (such as some aspects

of structural testing) from DSTO to industry;

. by promoting the application of dual-use technologies in
defence acquisitions; and

o by suPPorting and encouraging the export of defence
products, within the bounds of government exPort restrictions'

57. A key feature of the Defence policy for industry is the

emphasis on an effective partnership with industry, rather than arms-

length, supplier-buyer relationships. This approach requires

subitantial iontributions and commitment by both parties. Australian
industry will continue to provide defence suPPort, particularly in the

supply of consumable items and in through-life support to the existing

25 The RAAF Plan, DI(AF) AAP 101Q July l99t para. 1189
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defence assets. Defence has a continuing requirement for industry to
modify and adapt, repair and maintain its equipment. Mapr new
equipment and sub-systems of maior new equipment will be designed,
developed and manufactured locally when it is cost-effective or
strategically important. In some areas, such as combat aircraft
manufacture, Australia will acquire equipment from overseas sources
with participation of Australian industry where possible and cost-
effective.2T

58. DSTGIndustry Interaction. 'Ihe orimary objective of DSTO's
interaction with A"rtt"ti"" i.d"rt.y ls to ielp inausiry become better
able to support the capabilities needed to defend Australia.28 Such
interaction should embrace the areas most strongly related to
Australian defence self-reliance and be based on the unique features of
Australia's operating environment, as well as through-life support of
mai:r platforms.

59. Earlier Involvement by Industry. The links with industry need
to be strengthened and the timing moved forward to early
involvement, to enhance the depth and diversity of defence
technological expertise in Australia, and to improve the capacity of
local resources to support Defence on an innovative, internltionally
competitive basis. In order to achieve this, there is a need for access by
industry to DSTO, for DSTO to transfer its technology to industry,
where appropriate and, more broadly, for industry to become involved
earlier in the defence capability development process. Such actions
would assist industry to meet better Defence's procurement needs, and
support the emergence of a stronger Australian industrial base which
will meet Defence's self-reliance needs and also enhance the
opportunity for sustainable economic growth.

60. Key Industries. The Defence major equipment program will
continue to rely on the electronics, communication, information
technology, shipbuilding, vehicle, aerospace and munitions sectors of
Australian industry. For high-usage items, such as munitions, Defence
will seek and maintain Australian industry suppliers.2g The following

D494, para.77.6.
DA94, para. 12.20.
SR93, para.6.21.
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industry capabilities are considered the most imPortant for Australia's

self-relihnce in defence9o

o combat systems software and support;

o data management and signal processing, including for

intelligence and surveillance;

o command, control and communications systems;

. systems integration; and

. repair and maintenance of maicr weaPons and surveillance

platforms.

Summary

61. Australia's Defence policy places emphasis on:

o the need for self-reliance in Australia's defence force

capabilities;

. the need for indigenous industry suPPort in supply, repair and

some manufacture of defence equipment;

o cooperation with the united states, especially in intelligence

and technologY matters;

. compliance with the Laws of Armed conflict, including the

need to minimise loss of life;

o pressures to achieve better cost-to{aPability ratios;

o the need for indigenous science and technology advice on

technology trends and to suPport industry'

30 DA94, para. 11.11 and SR93, Annex B.



4. MILITARY TRENDS

Global Trends

62. Advances in technology and experience with armed conflict
are, as always, leading to changes in the philosophy and doctrine of
warfare at all levels. In its current incarnation, this is sometimes called
the Ranolution in Military Affairs.l The principal features are:

o information dominance;

. synergy through joint operations;

. stand-off (or disengaged) combat;

o precision weapons;

o few casualties; and

o the civilianisation of war.2

63. Combat organisations will be designed to achieve the desired
outcomes without the use of massed force.3 In former traditional wars,
large armies have confronted each other in wars of attrition placing
heavy emphasis on the need to seize and hold ground. However, in
more recent conflicts it has proved possible to use small,
manoeuvrable and well<oordinated units to control and dominate
territory without seizing and holding ground.a Defence forces will try
to detect incursions early and respond quickly rather than stand back
and yotect specific points. This alternative approach (qructiae rather
than reactioe) emphasises minimum mass tactics, employing flexible
and highly capable units that can perform effectively in both attack
and defence. Defence units will have improved precision, lethality,

M.A. Ablong, 'The Revolution in Military Affairs - lmplications for the ADF,
Journal of the Royal United *roices Institute of Australia, Vol.16, No.l, November
't995.
Captain J. McCaffrie, 'The Revolution in Military AJfairs - Its Impact on Navies',
louraal $ the Royal United *roices lnstitute of Australia, Vol.16, No.l, November
1995.
Colonel P.F. Leahy, 'The Revolution in Military Affairs and the Australian Army',
lounal of lhe Royal United Seroices Institute of Australia, Vol.16, No.l, November
1995.
Brigadier PJ. Dunn, 'Time x Technology x Tactics = RMA', Australian Defence Force

lournal, No 1 1 6, January/ Febru ary'1996.
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survivability, mobility and situation awareness.S These characteristics

will be achieved through better sensors, weaPons, transPort, electronic
warfare, communication and information systems.6 The growing need

for real-time information is leading to an increased interdependence of
operational defence units and a blurring of the traditional distinctions
between Navy, Army and Air Force operations.

Short-Warning Conflict
&. Australia needs to maintain forces to deal with short-warning
conflict in which there would not be time to develop additional
capabilities. This may include conflict with non-state organisations.
The scale and intensity of short-warning conflict could range from
small raids to larger and protracted operations' Terrorism, including
hostage-taking, might be the preferred weaPon of an adversary who
was deterred by Australia's conventional defence capability.
Countering either of these forms of conflict could be demanding. In
short-warning conflicts, there will tend to be fewer and less intense
engagements than in major conflicts, in part because of constraints on
the use of some types of weaPon and because of the limited numbers
of platforms involved.T However, the use of high-technology weaPons
cannot be ruled out in any conflict in which they are available,
especially where they could achieve decisive effects at relatively low
risk and cost.8

65. The likely conduct of armed conflict will change as a result of
the availability of sophisticated equipment and the increasing capacity
of many countries to acquire and operate advanced military systems.
The range at which engagements can occur is increasing and therefore
the number of potential threats and targets will increase. However,
threat warning times will tend to decrease. The greater accuracy and
lethality of adversary weapon systems demand greater attention to
threat avoidance and selfdefence for combat platforms and command
centres. This may be achieved by stealth, deception and

Group Captain J. Harvey, 'The RAAF and the Revolution in Military Affairs',
lornal of the Ro1ycl llnihil Semices Institute ol Australia, Vol.l6 No.l, November
1995.
Group Captain G. W. Waters, Futun Rde ol Air Pour in tlu Dcfmce of Australia,
Papei No.24 (RAAF Air Power Studies Cenhe, C-anbena, August 1994).
Dibb, op. cit., Table 2, p.12.
DA94, para.4.l3.
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counterrneasure systems. Air defence is increasingly important.g
Effective command and control of force elements and layers of
defensive systems will be necessary for survivability. The demand for
accurate and timely information is becoming greater, not only for the
security of forces but also for the coordination and application of
available, but often scarce, assets. At the same time, the vulnerability
of essential command, control and communication systems to counter-
measures is increasing.lo

6. Ioint Operations. More than ever before, success in any
conflict will require the integrated pint operation of the participating
forces. In other countries as well as Australia, the defence forces have
undertaken major changes during the last ten years to develop the
capacity for coordinated ioint operations with unity of command. This
approach will allow defence forces to employ concentration of force,
surprise and economy of effort - established principles of warfare. The
ability to conduct ioint operations effectively will require continued
effort to develop effective ioint command and control procedures,
together with new command and decision support systems at the
strategic, operational and tactical levels. However, before the full
benefits of pint operations and command systems can be exploited,
the Services must achieve enhanced interoperability between key
communications, surveillance and combat systems.l I

Exploitation of Information
67. Situation Awareness and Information Dominance. The
capacity to act within the opponents' dedsion cycle may offer a
military commander the capacity to attack the adversary when
weakest and to repel or avoid the opponent's attacks. Information
dominance can allow a commander to choose the time and location of
engagements for optimal effect. This concept relies on high-quality
situation awareness. This may be achieved by the use of fully
integrated and interoperable surveillance and command support
systems to reduce observe-orientdecide-act periods. The emerging
system of systems will provide a linking of:

DA94, para.4.l5.
ibid.
SR93, para. 5.40.
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o the intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance system; with

o the command, control and communication system; and

o precision weapon systems;

to dominate the battlefield.l2 At the tactical level, there is the potential
for substantial gains in operational effectiveness through the full
exploitation of integrated mission planning systems, mission rehearsal
systems, tactical decision aids, and geographic and intelligence
information systems together with improved command support
systems.

68. Information Warfare. Rapid advances in information and
communications technology will change the ways in which armed
forces are commanded and controlled, allowing much more efficient
use of military capabilities and better coordination of activity at all
levels.13 However, as defence forces develop their organisation,
equipment and doctrine to exploit information and communications
technology, their dependence on computers and information systems
increases as well. This provides an opPortunity for warfare to be

conducted through the manipulation of information. Information
warfare may take the form of covert intelligence'gathering, deliberate
cormption of data, denial of data or destruction of comPuter
networks.l4 Defence forces will need to develop policies and
capabilities to protect their own information assets, to minimise the
impact of data losses and to exploit an opPonenfs information
systems. The sea-air gap and other geographic factors provide little
strategic defence against information warfare.

Low-Attrition
69. Defence forces must plan for equipment and doctrine to
achieve very low levels of operational attrition of equipment and
personnel. This is required because of:

o the increasing cost and complexity of defence equipment;

Admiral W.A. Owens, USN 'A Report on the fROC and the Revolution in Military
Affairs',Maritu C-orp Gazztte,Yol.79, No.8, August 195.
DA94, para. 5.4.
The USAF has recently established a dedicated Information Warfare Squadron for
these purposes.
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o the consequent reduction in unit numbers;

o the increasing capability and responsibility of individual units;
and

o changing public attitudes to loss of life.

70. Self-Protection. low levels of attrition will be achieved by the
acquisition and deployment of effective threat warning and counter-
measure systems to negate the performance of adversary systems
together with the use of deception and other self-defence capabilities.ls
Stealth systems will be used when cost-effective.

77. Stand-Off Systems. Stand-off imaging sensors and stand-off
missiles rray be acquired to allow defence platforms to avoid (or
reduce exposure to) missile threat systems. Space-based systems and
unmanned air vehicles also provide stand-off capabilities for some
defence roles, especially surveillance and intelligence. Australia will
continue to have access to space.based intelligence through its alliance
with the United States; however, other systems rnay be acquired if
cost-effective.l5 Ongoing studies will be required to determine the
optimal mix of stand-off missiles, stealth and electronic attack to
achieve low attrition in realistic scenarios.

72. Identification and Targeting. Current and proposed
surveillance systems have the capacity to detect and track many
targets in real time and from a long range. The range at which
engagements can occur is increasing and the tactical warning time
decreasing.lT Furthermore, with appropriate long-range missile
systems, it is possible to attack and destroy a target beyond visual
range. Of course, an adversary may have these capabilities too.
Consequentl/, the requirement of a positive visual identification
would place defence personnel and their platforms in highly
vulnerable positions. In some cases, particularly for combat ships and
aircraft, this may not be acceptable and the Rules of Engagement may
need to be revised accordingly. For land forces, particularly when
engaged in lower levels of armed conflict, the requirement for visual
identification is expected to continue. For air and maritime forces,
there are strong pressures to develop other techniques to provide

DA94, para. 4.15.
DA94, para.5.19.
DA94, para. 4.15.
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identification beyond visual range with a high degree of confidence.
This may be achieved by long-range imaging sensors, the use of non-
cooperative target recognition algorithms or by the fusion of data from
several sensors. Space-based assets are expected to have an increasing
role in the implementation of identification systems.

Personnel
73. Australia's defence policy to emphasise the use of equipment
rather than large numbers of personnellS reflects the realities of a small
population defending a large countrylg as well as technology
developments and the high cost of personnel. The policy is consistent
with industrial and social changes in the civil community and with the
general public's aversion to risk exposure. Therefore, the number of
defence personnel in any particular defence task will tend to decrease
with each new generation of equipment and technology. For example,
electronic cockpit displays together with improved navigation,
propulsion and flying systems will allow the C-130I aircraft to be
operated by two pilots instead of the four cockpit crew of the C-1308.
Similarly, the Collins submarine has about half of the complement of
the Oberon class that it is replacing. Under Project Wundurra, soldiers
will carry individual sensor, weapon and information systems to
provide enhanced individual capability and combat effectiveness.20

Quantity is being exchanged for quality - an approach which makes
combat losses very costly to defence capability and therefore reinforces
the need for low-attrition.

74. Human Performance. The decrease in the number of defence
personnel will need to be offset by a productivity increase in the

capability of each individual. This poliry will place more
responsibility on individual Service members. Defence capabilities in
key areas will be concentrated in smaller numbers of more highly
skilled personnel. Technical skills, especially in information
technology, will become more prevalent arnong defence personnel.
Despite the increasing contribution by automated equipment, the
operation of large systems will continue to depend on human
operators, especially for sensor operation, situation appreciation and

18 DA94. oara.4.4.19 sR93.-oara.5.44.20 DA94)para.5.62.
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decision making. These key personnel will therefore need more
advanced training and more support in order to maintain performance
under operational conditions. This support will place emphasis on
self-protection, communication, endurance and geographic
awareness.2l

75. Simulation. As a result of the above pressures for increased
individual and team performance as well as the pressures to contain
training costs, simu-lation technology is expected to find increasing
defence application.22 Relatively low-cost slmulation devices will G
used in a wide variety of new training areas, on a range of defence
equipment, not iust the expensive platforms. The use of simulation
and other computer-based learning systems will allow the defence
force to contain training costs and make more effective use of the time
spent using operational equipment.a In addition, simulation tools
will become increasingly valuable in other areas such as:24

o development of operational concepts;

o requirements definition;

o systems capability specification;

. evaluation of team and individual tactics;

o mission rehearsal; and

o team training.

Implications for Defence Science

76. There is a growing requirement for science and technology to
support national defence, particularly in the following:

o improving and exploiting information capabilities at all levels;

. improving pint planning and control of military operations;

. assisting the ADF to do more with less, i.e. to improve cost-
effectiveness;

ibid.
DA94, para.6.22.
Baker, op. cit.
ADF Simulation Policn 195.
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o enabling individual defence personnel to coPe with
increasingly complex tasks;

o improving operational Performance and effectiveness at all
levels;

o achieving lower attrition and better survivability.
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Australian Defence Roles

77. The Defence White Paper specifies the principal operational
roles that need to be undertaken in the defence of Australia.l It is
likely that these roles will continue to be valid for the foreseeable
future:

o command, control and communications;

o intelligence collection and evaluation;

. surveillance of maritime areas and northern Australia;

o maritime patrol and response;

o protection of shipping, and offshore territories and resources;

. air defence in maritime areas and northern approaches;

o defeat of incursions on Australian territory;

. protection of civil and defence assets, including infrastructure
and population centres; and

o strategic strike, including maritime strike.

78. To support these operational roles, Australian Defence places
substantial resources into support roles, such as transport, logistics
management, training, facilities and infrastructure. In addition,
Australia attaches high priority to providing Defence contingents to
the United Nations and other multinational peace operations;
however, these activities have only marginal influence on the force
structure of the ADF;2 the structure of the Defence Force is determined
by its essential roles in providing for the defence of Australia.3

] Oaen, para.4.35.

: DA94, para.4.49.5 DA94, para.7.72.
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Cunent Capabilities

79. Australian Defence Capabilities. Table 1 shows the current
Australian Defence capabilities that contribute to each role. The list of
capabilities is based on the current Australian defence structure.4 A
list of the planned with.drawal dates of maior defence equipment is
given in Annex B.

Force Development
80. The above defence capabilities are subject to continuous
review and development in response to changing strategic
circumstances, the evolution of military technology and the likely
nature of conflict. The force development process aims to develop the
structure and balance of intelligence, mobility and firepower to
accommodate future circumstances. In this process, priority for
developing Australian defence is given to:5

o developing the ADF as an integrated whole, including
operational command arrangements;

o identifying capabilities which need a high degree of excellence
and which exploit strategic geography, particularly the sea-air

EaPt

o cultivating the ability to expand and enhance the ADF in
response to significant new circumstances; and

o strengthening the national defence support base.

81. As a result, the Defence White Paper nominated the following
as key technology areas for force development:6

o intelligence collection, evaluation and distribution;
o surveillanceand reconnaissance;

o command and control;

. key weapons and sensors; and

o electronic warfare.

DA%, Appendix.
DA94, para.4.50.
D494, para. 4.26.

4
5
6
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Potential Maior Equipment Acquisition Proiects before 2fi)5

82. Annex C contains a list of the approved and unapproved
potential acquisition proiects which are proposed for the next ten
years. The list of possible projects includes maior equipment in the
l996l2h0 Five Year Defence Program and the 1995'2ffi Ten Year
Defence Plan.7 Many of these proiects were foreshadowed in the 1994

Defence White Paper.8 The projects may be placed in three grouPs as

follows.

a) Replacement of some maior Platforms that will reach the end
of their economical life in the period, particularly:

o HF communication network;
o destroyers and frigates;
o patrolboats;
o submarines;
o air defence command support system;
o ground-based air defence radar system;
o strateglc and tactical hansport aircrafU
o field, infantry and land surveillance vehicles;
o minehunter vessels;
. training ships; and
o lead-in fighter training aircraft.

b) Refurbishment of mairr defence equiPment (including
enhancements of platform sensors and sub-systems) in order
that they retain operational effectiveness through the
remainder of the platform service life, particularly:

o the Services'command support systems;
o FFG frigates;
o P-3C maritime patrol aircraft;
. F/A-18 tactical fighter aircrafU
o M-113 armoured vehicles; and

7 O*iog 1996 the Ten Year Defence Plan will be superseded by the Defence Long
Term Plan.E Daga, Chapter 5.
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o F-l11 strike reconnaissance aircraft.

c) Acquisition of some new capabilities. namely:

o joint command support environmenU
o satellitecommunications;
o distributedintelligencesystem;
o stand-off imaging;
o over-the-horizonradar;
o sPace-basedsurveillance;
o naval helicopters for off-shore patrol vessels and ANZAC-

class frigates;
o airborne early warning and control;
o air combat range;
o aerial reconnaissance and fire support helicopter;
o light armoured vehicles;
o individual soldier equipment, including night vision

systems; and
o stand-offair-to-surfaceweapons.

83. Cost of Defence Roles. Figure 1 gives the distribution of
defence expenditure against the defence roles. The recurtant cost data
are 1995-96 HQADF estimates of costs from all defence programs
attributed to each of the defence roles. The capital expenditure
includes the aggregate cost of all phases, all years of the current
approved and unapproved maior Defence equipment acquisition
projects as listed in Annex C. The distribution of Defence expenditure
will change with the future force development decisions.

84. In Figure 1, the following nomenclature applies:

o maritime operations includes maritime patrol and response,
and protection of shipping and offshore territories and
resources;

o air defence includes air training;

o land operations includes defeat of incursions on Australian
territory, protection of civil and defence assets, and air
transport; and

. strategic strike includes maritime strike.
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85. Capital Expenditure. Much of the proposed capital
expenditure for the next ten years is intended for equipment based on
relatively mature and low-risk technologies, e.g. ship hulls and
machinery transport aircraft, and ground vehicles. Expenditure on
high-technology equipment will be centred on areas that are
considered to be critical for military operational capability or where a
high leverage effect rnay be anticipated, e.g. information systems. The
relatively small sums that are planned for command, control,
communications, intelligence and surveillance are expected to have a
high impact on the defence capability, especially in consideration of
the warfare trends noted in the previous section.

85. Recurrent Expenditure. The relatively large recurrent
expenditure for maritime and land operations is a reflection of the
labour-intensive nature of those operations with current equipment
and doctrine; therefore, opportunities for technology-leveraged cost
savings would be greatest in those areas. It is noteworthy that
relatively less is spent on those areas that already make extensive use
of technology in their systems and operations, namely command,
control and communications; surveillance; intelligence; air defence;
and strategic strike.

Potential Major Equipment Acquisition Projects after 2005

87. Changes in the nature of warfare, changes in the capabilities of
other defence forces, together with changes in the effectiveness and
vulnerability of traditional platforms may provide pressure to change
the ADF structure and balance. Subiect to the structure and balance of
potential adversary capabilities, the following structure changes might
be considered. These are contentious issues that are raised here for
illustrative purposes only.

a) The deshoyer's vulnerability to missile attack may eventually
limit its effectiveness in the higher levels of conflict. Against
some types of threat, a different fleet structure - fewer
destroyers and frigates, more patrol vessels, more aircraft
(perhaps unmanned) and more submarines - might provide
more effective capabilities for maritime patrol and response
and for the protection of shipping.g

Dibb, op. cit. p.39.
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b) Conventional artillery, tanks and other armoured vehicles
have insufficient shategic mobility for a range of northem
Australian operations; perhaps a land force with light
armoured mobile vehicles together with more armed
helicopters and more air mobility for infantry would be more
effective in defeating land incursions through early detection
and more rapid response.lo

c) Strike aircraft are highly vulnerable near defended targets;
stand-off weapons are being developed with greater range and
precision. Perhaps long-range cruise missiles (land-, sea- or
air-launched), together with unmanned air vehicles for
reconnaissance and targeting, will eventually replace piloted
aircraft in the strategic strike role.

88. Evolutionary Acquisition. Some defence equipment, notably
computer, communications and information systems, will benefit from
evolutionary acquisition processes, in which capability enhancement is
achieved through frequent and relatively small incremental upgrades
rather than specific mapr upgrade or replacement programs. In these

areas, conventional acquisition processes (inadvertently) tend to
ensure that new equipment is obsolescent before it becomes
operational; this occurs because the acquisition periods for large
proiects are greater than the product generation periods. Evolutionary
acquisition allows user requirements to develop with the equipment -
this is particularly important where the technology capabilities are
likely to change the way people work. There is sound iustification for
applyng this process to other acquisition programs, such as

simulators, where the technology is moving quickly as a result of the
momentum of the civil and commercial markets. Furthermore,
evolutionary acquisition may prove to be a sensible way to acquire
other information-related equipment (such as surveillance platforms)
because it allows the investment program to adapt as the concept of
operation evolves.

89. Possible New Projects. As a result of the foregoing analysis of
regional, military, legal and other factors, and the projected
withdrawal dates of existing operational Defence equiprnent,ll it may
be expected that the following defence equipment will be considered for

ibid., p.60.
See Annex B.

10
1t
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acquisition in the period from 2005 to about 2025. In the following list,
rqlacanrent refers to the capability and not necessarily to the same type
of equipment. For example, unmanned air vehicles may replace
conventionally-crewed aircraft for the aerial reconnaissance capability.
The list that follows is indicative of the possible changes in the force

structure.

a) Command, Control and Communications. Replacement or
continual incremental upgrades of defence support systems
for command and control - incorporating ioint, maritime, land,
and air at the strategic, operational and tactical levels,
including the air-defence command environment.
Replacement or incremental upgrades of HF, VHF, UHF,
satellite, mobile and landline communications networks.
Development of information warfare (protection) capability.

b) Intelligence and Reconnaissance. Replacement or continual
incremental upgrades of distributed intelligence information
system. Development of new capabilities for information and
imagery storage, collation, analysis, classification, extraction
and dissemination. Replacement of aerial reconnaissance
capability. Enhancement of stand-off imaging and electronic
warfare systems.

c) Surveillance. Replacement or continual incremental upgrades
of the over-the-horizon radar network. Possible acquisition or
upgrade of space-based surveillance systems.l2 Development
of new identification systems.

d) Maritime Operations.l3 Mapr upgrades for ANZAC frigates,
minehunters and offshore patrol boats. Major upgrades for
helicopters for frigates and patrol boats. Replacement of anti-
submarine warfare helicopters (Seahawk). Replacement of
long-range maritime patrol aircraft (P-3C). Replacement of
replenishment and landing ships. Replacement of towed
arrays, anti-ship missiles, torpedoes and missile decoys.
Eventual replacement of frigates and minehunters.

Subject to alliance considerations.
Maritime operations includes maritime pahol and resPonse and protection of
shipping and offshore territories.

t2
l3
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Air Defence. Replacement of airdefence radars, fighter
aircraft (F/A-18) and air-to-air missiles. Maior upgrades for
airborne early waming and control capability (or replacement
with alternative systems, possibly space'based ).

Land Operations.l4 Replacement and probable expansion of
utility helicopter (Black Hawk and lroquois) and heavy lift
helicopter (Chinook) fleets. Acquisition of unmanned air
vehicles for local area surveillance and reconnaissance and
perhaps for weapon delivery. Maior upgrade for
reconnaissance and fire-support helicopter.ls Replacement of
night surveillance equipment and Steyr rifle. Possible
replacement of armoured vehiclesl5 (Leopard and M-l13) and
artillery (Hamel and 155 mm gun), possibly with lighter and
more mobile vehicleslT and precision-guided weapon systems.
Replacement of other ground vehicles. Incremental
development of individual soldier equipment (Wundurra).

Srategic Strike. Major upgrade for Collins submarines.
Replacement for strike reconnaissance aircraft (F-111), possibly
in conjunction with the replacement airdefence fighter
aircraft. Replacement of air-to-surface missiles. Possible
acquisition of submarine- or shiplaunched strike missiles.
Development of information warfare attack capability.

Transport. Possible replacement of strategic transport (8-707).
Possible upgrade or replacement of C-130 and light tactical
transport aircraft.

Training. Replacement of training helicopter (Squinel), trainer
aircraft (PC-9) and navigation trainer (H9748). Major or
incremental upgrade of air range and maritime range.
Replacement of navy training ship and aerial target.
Acquisition and incremental development of simulators for
basic, advanced, tactical and team training.

!! land operations includes defeat ofincursions and protection ofvital assets.

l: DA9, para.5.53.

:: DA94, para.5.51.tt Dbb, op. cit., p.60.

g)

h)

i)
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90. A list of the potential proiects, sorted by nominal in-service
date, is provided in Annex D, together with an indication of the
technologies that may be applied to each of the proiects.

Implications for Defence R&D Support

91. In order to support the in-service capabilities described above,
as well as future force structure considerations and possible new
acquisition decisions, DSTO will need to develop and maintain skills
in each of the principal science and technology disciplines. These will
include relatively mature technologies (such as aeronautical
engineeringr gur technology, rocket and gas turbine propulsion,
structural and vehicle engineering, explosives and ordnance) as well as
areas that are continuing to evolve rapidly (such as opto-electronics,
radio frequenry systems, electronic warfare, communication and
information systems, systems science and engineering, human factors,
materials science and sonar).

92. In particular, the following conclusions ruy be drawn about
the timing of R&D support requirements. Note that the technology
advice should be provided before force structure and source selection
decisions, generally about five years before the nominal in-service date
for new equipment. The enabling and applied R&D to support that
advice will need to be carried out in the preceding years.

Advice on communication and int'ormation systmrs will be
needed continuously to support in-service equipment that is
subiect to evolutionary acquisition and also because of the
distribution of the timing of the related propcts.

Advice in the areas of systems science and engineering, opto-
electronics, radio frquency systems anil anonautics will be needed
continuously to support in-service equipment and particularly
in the period 2010-2020 when there will be a significant rise in
the number of major projects incorporating these technologies.

Advice onhuman factors will be in demand continuously for all
human-operated systems including those subiect to
evolutionary acquisition (such as command support systems

a)

b)

c)
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and simulators) and particularly to support platform
acquisition and update proiects in the period around 2015.

d) Advice on srnart matsials will be needed particularly to
support in-service platforms and mapr proiercts, especially
aircraft and missiles, in the perid from 2015.

e) Demand for sotur advice will be greatest to support mainr
maritime platform projects in the period around 2020.

Priority for Defence R&D
93. These above assessments of R&D requirements are broadly
consistent with existing guidance on the priorities for R&D suPPort as

described below.

94. The White Paper stated t^.at priority for defence R&D will
emphasise:18

o intelligence;

o surveillance;

o electronic warfare;

. communications;

o information technology;

o exploitation of environment (acoustic and electromagnetic);

o signature management;

. operational research;

o combat modelling and simulation;

. systems (including human) performance; and

. materials for throughJife support.

95. The Price Report made the following recommendations for
strategic priorities in defence R&D: le

18 DA94, paras 12.4 and 12.5. It should be noted that this assesment refers to all
defence R&D, of which enabling R&D is a subset.r> Price Report, op.cit.
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. command, control and intelligence (including counter-
measures);

. surveillance and target acquisition;

o adaptation of guided weaPons and semi-intelligent munitions;

o electronic countermeasures;

. satellite intelligence; and

. over-the-horizon radar improvements.

96. The Services' corporate plans include statements on the need

for science and technology advice to support both the existing force

and new acquisitions. Copies of the science and technology plans for
the Navy, Army and Air Force are attached as Annex E, F and G
respectively. The Services' R&D priorities are summarised below:

o command, control, communications and intelligence
particularly information management, tactical decision aids,
strategic and tactical information systems, information warfare
and interoperability;

. surveillance and reconnaissance - including all-weather, day-
night, wide-area surveillance, sPace, over-the-horizon
surveillance and stand-off imaging;

o combat survivability - electronic warfare systems, including
threat warning systems, signature management, counter-
measures and tactics;

o studies to evaluate and enhance operational effectiveness;

o modelling and simulation for low-cost tactical training and
mission rehearsal;

o life extension and cost reduction including structural integrity,
corrosion and fatigue; and

. precision guidance, targeting and electronic protection for
long-range all-weather guided weapons.

97. In addition to the areas listed in the previous paragraph, the

Navy Plan2O supports R&D on power projection and defence of task

20 See Annex E.
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groups, merchant ships, etc. The land Force Science and Technology
Plan2l places emphasis on precision firepower and mobility. The Air
Force Planz identifies the need for R&D on battlefield laser eye
protection, situation awareness, identification of targets beyond visual
range, maintenance and validation of flight and mission critical
software, and protection of air bases.

See Annex F.
See Annex G.

21
22



6. CRITERIA FOR DEFENCE ENABLING R&D

98. This section sets out the criteria for evaluating defence
enabling R&D and provides a framework for the selection and
evaluation of specific R&D tasks. The following section discusses the
potential for enabling R&D in each technology area in relation to these
criteria.

99. The primary requirement for defence enabling R&D is the
potential for benefit to Australia's defence self-reliance, i.e. the
capability of conducting defence operations and meeting the
immediate logistics and support requirements without assistance from
other countries. As a result, the following criteria for evaluating
defence enabling R&D were developed:

o technological innovation and uncertainty;

. access to critical defence technologies;

support to unique Australian defence operations or
environment;

. operational effectiveness of defence capabilities;

o survivability of defence personnel or assets;

o cost€ffectiveness of defence capabilities;

. acQuisition and support of critical future defence capabilities;
and

o potential for Australian university or industry involvement.

100. It should be noted that the above criteria for defence benefit
apply equally well to the customer-sponsored aVplied R&D program;
however the defence benefit for applied R&D is then assessed by the
defence customer rather than the research rnanager.

fnnovation and Uncertainty
101. Defence enabling R&D is the exploitation of new or
developing science and technologies that have the potential, over time,
to support applications of significant defence benefit. Enabling R&D
should generally be undertaken in areas in which there is:



a

o
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a high degree of technological uncertainty; and

an expectation of high payoff in some form - either cost,
performance or strategic benefit.

702. R&D activities that are deemed to have relatively low
technological risk should achieve a relatively high success rate. In
general, this type of R&D should be carried out as part of the
customer-sponsored applied R&D program, or by the customer's own
technical organisation, or perhaps in industry.

103. A highly leveraged benefit should be a highly desirable feature
of enabling R&D. If the work does not have a potential for high payoff
in relation to the expended effort, the work probably should not be
carried out. In some cases, it might be necessary to conduct studies to
assess the likely benefit in relation to the technological risk and the cost
of the R&D.

104. The estimation of the likely risk and potential benefit for
individual R&D tasks entails scientific and technical judgments that
are difficult, even for experienced research managers. Nevertheless, it
is reasonable to expect that the most favourable combination of risk
and benefit will occur more frequently in the fast-moving and less-

predictable technology areas, such as electronic warfare, information
and sensor technology, rather than more mature technologies such as

ballistics, explosives, propulsion and food science.

Critical Defence Technologies

105. Enabling R&D could contribute to defence self-reliance by
developing skills in critical defence technologies that are not or would
not be available from Australia's allies for security or commercial
reasons. Access to these technologies might be gained as a direct
result of the R&D or through the ability to trade technical products or
data in exchange for continued access to allies' products or data. The
following examples illustrate the potential benefits.

r Enhancements in Australia's capability to exploit signals and
imagery intelligence would contribute to self-reliance,
including through an increased capability to trade intelligence
data and techniques with allies.
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Overhead surveillance (satellite or long+ndurance unmanned
air vehicle) assets can provide extensive strategic and tactical
data when available. Technical advances that would permit
Australian Defence to operate and exploit overhead assets at a
reasonable cost would improve national self-reliance and
provide a basis for leveraged exchange.

Advanced electronic warfare systems rely on the availability of
accurate and comprehensive data on potential adversary
systems and the capability to develop techniques rapidly to
counter those systems when required. Self-reliance would be
enhanced by any enabling R&D that develops the skills to
understand, develop and exploit these systems.

Platform signature data are rarely available from foreign
sources, even for Australian-owned platforms purchased from
overseas. These data are required for survivability
enhancement and selfdefence studies. The only possible
sources of these data are Australian sources. Enabling R&D
that develops techniques to model, measure or predict
signature data would be valuable in developing self-reliance.

Source code for operational software in advanced combat
systems is often not available from overseas manufacturers,
e.g. radar signal processor source crcde. Access to this code,
together with the capacity to analyse and modify the software,
would allow improved self-reliance, especially in performance
enhancement and countering the effects of known counter-
measures. Self-reliance would be improved by enabling R&D
that facilitates the rapid examination or validation of
operational software, particularly signal processing systems.

Australia-Specific
106. Enabling R&D that is directed at the unique aspects of
Australian defence operations or environment should be supported in
principle because it would be unlikely that the same results could be
gained readily or reliably from foreign sources. This might include the
development of:
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o techniques to optimise defence equipment (e.g. surveillance
sensors) for the Australian environment, particularly in
northern Ausbalia and the sea-air gap;

concepts for command information systems tailored to
Australian command arrangements, geography, force
structure and defence capabilities;

techniques to integrate Australian surveillance systems and
utilise surveillance data better;

development of electronic warfare techniques and equipment;
and

techniques to protect against information warfare attacks on
Australian defence and civilian computer and communication
systems.

Operational Effectiveness

107. Any enabling R&D that offers the potential to enhance
Defence operational effectiveness would clearly be regarded as
relevant to Defence. This might include the development of:

o concepts for command support systems, including command
decision aids, information systems and situation awareness
displays;

o techniques to protect against information warfare attacks and
to provide counter-attack capabilities;

o techniques to utilise surveillance data better through data
fusion, filtering and overload managemen!

. technologies for remote positive identification of non-
cooperating targets;

o simulation tools to evaluate operational tactics and
procedures;

o techniques to reduce or manipulate platform signatures;

o improved precision systems - surveillance, navigation and
weapons, together with the capacity to disrupt an adversary's
precision systems; and
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battle damage repair technologies to provide better
serviceability of defence equipment under operational
conditions.

Sundvability
108. As noted in Section 3, the ADF has a strong need to develop
and implement policies and systems to achieve low attrition in combat,
especially in short-warning and relatively low-intensity conflict.
Research that facilitates the development and deployment of systems

to implement these policies would generally be supported. For
example, the following enabling R&D areas would be considered
relevant to long-term defence needs:

o technologies for threat-warning systems to allow ADF units to
avoid threats;

. countermeasure techniques to deny, defeat or decoy adversary
sensor and missile systems;

o low-cost signature-reduction technologies to reduce the
vulnerability of ADF combat elements;

o intelligent decision aids to assess threats and devise tactical
resPonses;

o protective measures for defence personnel in hazardous areas;

and

o stand-off systems that allow ADF platforms to carry out their
defence roles with minimum exPosure to adversary missile
threats.

Studies would be required to evaluate and compare the relative
benefits of competing techniques for survivability enhancement, e.g.

stealth versus countermeasures versus stand-off.

Cost-Effectiveness

109. Any R&D that enables activities to reduce the cost of operating
and/or maintaining defence equipment or has the potential to
significantly improve the affordability of new defence equipment
could be supported. Figure 1 (p.34), which shows the current
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distribution of defence funds among the defence roles, may provide a
basis for guiding enabling R&D in this category. Technological
advances that would enable the ADF or Australian industry to expand
their capacity to repair and overhaul critical equipment (such as
missiles and helicopter transmission components) would reduce
dependence on overseas manufacturers and improve the serviceability
and maintainability of defence equipment in peacetime and in short-
warning conflict. Much of the work iustified by cost-effectiveness
would be classified as applied R&D however the more forward-looking
and higher risk work could be classified as enabling R&D. Examples
include:

o life+xtension technologies;

o durability developments - materials and coatings;

. techniques such as condition monitoring to increase
maintenance and overhaul intervals;

o techniques to exploit or counter specific Australian conditions
or environment;

o simulation techniques in skill and tactics training;

o software generation and validation processes;

o intelligent systems to reconfigure multi-role platforms for
greater versatility;

o studies of quantity versus quality in various defence roles.

Future Defence Capabilities
110. Priority should be given to enabling R&D that develops skills
and research capabilities that have the long-term potential to support
future major defence capability acquisition proiects, such as those
listed in Annex D. This includes the following possible new
capabilities:

o ioint command and control;

o information warfare;

o intelligence extraction and dissemination;
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o space surveillance operations;

o unmanned air vehicle operations; and

o distributed simulation.

This also includes the decisions to rephce (or not to replace) the
following capabilities when the life of the current equipment is
exhausted:1

. long-range maritime patrol aircraft (after the P-3C retires);

o maritime combat helicopter (Seahawk);

. arrny utility and combat helicopters (Black Hawk, Iroquois
and Chinook);

. armoured vehicles (Leopard and M-113);

o artillery (Hamel Field Gun and mediumartillery);

o air defence fighter aircraft (F/A-18); and

. long-range strike reconnaissance aircraft (F-111).

Furthermore, this includes decisions regarding the upgrade options for
the following (not yet in service) equipment and platforms when their
sensors and systems approach obsolescence:

o over-the-horizon radar network;

o ANZAC-class frigates and helicopters;

o offshore patrol boats and helicopters;

o minehunter vessels;

o reconnaissanceandfire-supporthelicopters;

o airborne early warning and control aircraft; and

. Collins-class submarines.

1 5* Annex B
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University and Industry Involvement

111. Planning for enabling R&D should consider options for
participation of CSIRq Aushalian industry, universities and
cooperative research centres. This is because:

o industry, universities and other research bodies rnay have
access to commercial intellectual property and should be well
informed of the It&D work being undertaken in the
commercial sector - both of which could support the enabling
R&D efforU

o industry may need to develop the capability to support and
sustain the future particular defence technology, and in some
circumstances to design, develop and produce equipment that
incorporates that technology; and

o in some circunrstances, other research bodies may have the
skills and resources to supplement those of DSTO for carrying
out enabling R&D.

112. The process of identifying candidate enabling R&D topics
should consider the following university and industry issues:

o the current level of expertise in Australian universities,
cooperative research centres and industry in related
technology areas;

o the potential for dual-use application of the technology under
consideration (noting that skills and facilities available in the
wider community should not be duplicated in DSTO unless
there are specific defence or security requirements);

o the ability of industry to invest the necessary resources to
develop the technology (noting that investment in enabling
R&D may be imprudent in areas where industry is unwilling
or unable to proceed with any meaningful development and
exploitation program);

o the timing of involving industry in the R&D process;

o funding of industry involvement activities;

o mechanisms to involve industry early in the R&D process; and

o the strategy to sustain the industry capability in Australia.



7. DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY AREAS

113. DSTO analyses its enabling R&D program in terms of six
Defence Technology Areas that are further divided into 14 defence
technology fields as follows:l

o Operations:

o operations research and exercise analysis;
o environmentalanalysis;

o Sensors:

. sensor equipment and materials;
o sensor data processing and weapon guidance;
o signalsintelligence;

o Computers, Communications, Command and Control:

o computers and communication;
o informationmanagement;
o systems engineering;

o Personnel:

o simulation and training;
. personnel support;

o Platforms:

o platform sEuctures and propulsion;
o platform signatures; and

o Weapons:

. weaPoncountermeasures;
o ballistics and energetic materials.

11,4. This section will indicate the potential for long-term enabling
R&D to be conducted in each of these technology fields in accordance
with the criteria described in Section 5, i.e. technical innovation and
uncertainty, access to critical defence technologies, Australia-specific

1 Enabting Rell:arch and Daeloprent - A Cuiile to Formulating Propwts for the DST
F orce Rzsarch Aree, DST O, 7995.
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requirements, operational effectiveness, survivability, cost-
effectiveness and affordability, relevance to the future force

capabilities, and capacity for university and industry involvement.

Operations

115. Operations Research and Exercise Analysis may be regarded
as mature science and technology capabilities. Significant advances
may nevertheless be possible as a result of advances in computing
systems and software development tools. Operational studies and
exercise analysis rnay be applied with considerable benefitz to any of
the defence roles and capabilities, in areas such as quantity versus
quality, technology trade-off analysis, attrition estimation and
survivability analysis in Australia-specific scenarios and in high-level
capability assessments, including those which require unique
approaches, e.g. measures of effectiveness of command and control.
Although operational studies are generally considered to be applied
rather than enabling, a program of enabling R&D might be iustified into
the development and validation of new techniques and models to
facilitate the conduct of more rapid and comprehensive operational
studies and exercise analysis. The capacity to carry out Australian
defence capability studies and to predict and evaluate the effectiveness
of Australian defence assets offers high relevance and benefit.

116. Environmental Analysis. This area includes the study of
propagation for electromagnetic (e.g. infrared, radio frequency) and
acoustic sensors. The principal justification for Australian work in this
area is to understand and exploit the unique features of the Australian
operational environment, especially for the performance of the key
surveillance and weapons sensors.3 Measurement programs would
generally be regarded as applied (not enabling) R&D and would need
to be sponsored and justified accordingly. Subject to risk-benefit
considerations, a program of enabling R&D (e.g. propagation models
for Australian environments) is justified, particularly for high-priority
wide'area surveillance sensors.

DA94,para.12.2.
DA9, para. 5.14.

2
3
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Sensors

717. Sensor Eouipment and Materials. This arca includes audio,
radio frequency and opto-electronic sensor equipment and materials
that are used in major defence reconnaissance, surveillance and
weapon systems. These technologies will be relevant to future
Defence capabilities.4 Work to improve operational performance,
particularly in Australian conditions, would be considered highly
relevant. Although substantial technical progtess has been made in
these areas during the last fifty years, the rate of technical innovation
and performance gain continues to be high. Sensors will be capable of
improved resolution and detection range. Active sensors will have
reduced emissions. Examples include advances in millimetre wave
radar, laser radar, discriminating infrared sensors, phased-array radar
and systems that will allow detection of lowobservable platforms.
High-frequency over-the-horizon radar systems will offer greater
performance predictability and capability for tracking multiple targets
in multiple areas of interest. Other technologies, including space-
based sensors, nanotechnology and the integrated multidomain
sensors may become cheaper and more viable. Consequently, it may
be expected that innovative work in these fields will meet the high-
risk, high-payoff test for enabling R&D. However, Defence will, in
general,look first to the commercial market (including overseas-based
companies) to provide new sensor equipment and materials. Enabling
R&D may be conducted in niche areas of specific Australian interest.

118. Sensor Data Processing and WeaErn Guidance. This area is
considered to be vital for self-reliance because it contains the key
capabilities for seeker performance, image processing, target
identification, missile guidance, sensor fusion, counternreasure and
electronic protection. These technologies are relevant to survivability
enhancement as well as operational performance.s Irnaging sensors
may enable guided weapons to be more selective in targeting and to
defeat decoys and other countermeasures. Improved processing
techniques may allow the detection of targets with small signatures
and/or low emissions. Advances in target-recognition algorithms
would be highly valued because of the potential to reduce fratricide as

well as improve operational performance. The rate of technological

DA94,para.4.26.
DA94, para. 5.18.

4
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advance in this area continues to be high and the payoff for innovative
work promises to be high. This technology is relevant to many mairr
new defence equipments, including surveillance and weapon
systems.5 However, it will not be practical for Australia to play a
rnapr part in the design and development or upgrade of all
surveillance and weapon systems. It will be necessary to confine
enabling R&D to those areas where Australian self-reliance is critical
and where there are good grounds for believing that Australian
initiatives can be implernented in a cost-effective manner, possibly in
collaboration with allies.

119. Signals Intelligence is a key area for self-reliance because of its
critical role in intelligence collection for both policy and operational
reasons. It may be anticipated that the future force structure will
include significant capabilities for the collection, extraction, analysis
and dissemination of signals intelligence.T The global adoption of
digital broadband information networks has been rapid in recent years
and is expected to accelerate into the next century. The growth in
speed, complexity, diversity and volume of information bansfer poses
mapr technological problems for every phase of the signals
intelligence process. The development of signals intelligence
techniques is a fertile area for enabling R&D because new
developments will produce high capability returns. Areas of
particular interest are digitising, processing and storing of broadband
signals and crypto-mathematics.

Computers, Communications, Command and Control
120. Computers and Communication. Progress in enabling R&D
for computers and communication has been very rapid in recent years
and driven mostly by the civil sector. It is Defence policy to infuse
these developments where possible, rather than try to lead them.
Nevertheless, an active program into the application and exploitation
of these developments for Australia-specific requirements is likely to
have good return. Indigenous systems for multilevel security will be
highly valued for self-reliance in communications and computer
security. Computer analysis, recognition and categorisation of signals,
images and text are difficult areas with potentially high payoffs.

! n*+,paras5.28,5.3t1.t DA94, para.5.11.
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Advances in software engineering (e.g. code validation, trusted
systems) offer benefits in platform serviceability and cost-effectiveness.
These technologies have particular relevance for the development of
an integrated and interoperable information environment for
command and control and for distributed intelligence systems. These
are expected to provide substantial gains in Defence operational
performance, especially in the priority area of inint operations.S

121,. Information Management. This technology area, comprising
data fusiory data storage and retrieval, and decision aids, is one of the
fastest growing and most challenging. It is also strongly relevant to
defence needs - many new projects, such as command support
systems, mission planning systems, geographic information systems
and intelligence distribution systems will employ information
rvrnagement technologies.9 The potential for a favourable payoff in
the defence operational capability would be the basis of any enabling
R&D in this area. For example, multi-sensor data-fusion systems offer
promise of improved threat assessment and identification; improved
capabilities for database querying and linking will improve the
extraction of data collected from disparate sources; and intelligent
situation awareness and tactical decision aids may provide a
substantial improvement in survivability.

722. Systems Engineerin& This area comprises systems analysis,
systems integration and human factors, including human-computer
interaction. Although these are relatively mature technologies, they
have the potential for a highly leveraged impact on Defence
capabilities, particularly in complex multi-sensor platforms such as
combat ships and aircraft and integrated command systems. Systems
integration has been cited as a key industr5r area for support to the
ADF.10 Human factors R&D has the potential to contribute to self-
reliance by assisting the ADF to improve operational performance,
especially through studies on human performance, cognition,
perception and workload.

DA94, paras 5.3, 5.4.
ibid.
DA94, para. 11.11.

8
9
10
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Personnel
123. Simulation and Training advancements promise to enhance
the ADF operational effectiveness through rnore realistic and more
extensive training at all levels and through the introduction of mission
rehearsal and tactical simulators to allow the development and
evaluation of tactics.ll Simulation tools offer benefits in force
development and planning, requirements definition and systems-
capability specification. Technical advances in the area are rapid and
are driven largely by the civil sector. Enabling R&D in this area should
concentrate on the exploitation of commercial equipment for various
defence purposes, such as the cost+ffectiveness of alternative training
approaches, studies to improve human performance on simulated
tasks under controlled conditions and the application of distributed
simulation to a wide range of ADF training requirements.

724. Personnel Support includes health, food science and protective
equipment. These are relatively mature technology areas with
substantial activity in the civil sector. Enabling R&D in these areas

may emphasise the exploitation of civil R&D and commercial
equipment for various defence purPoses, such as enhancing the
protection of defence personnel in combat and the means to maintain
human performance in tropical conditions that are specific to the
Australian defence environment. Enabling R&D on biotechnology and
toxicology would assist DSTO to provide advice in specialist areas

such as biological and chemical defence and the counterproliferation of
weapons of mass destruction.l2 Enabling R&D should not be initiated
in technology areas, such as health and nutrition, where it could be

readily conducted by the civil sector.

Platforms
125. Platform Structures and Propulsion. This area embraces rruny
mature technologies that are relevant to the major defence platforms,
including aircraft and ship structures, propulsion systems, materials,
life assessment and extension, defect detection and repair,
aerodynamics and flight mechanics. These areas remain highly
relevant to defence, especially in providing advice on the safe and cost-

DA94,para.6.22.
DA94, para.12.31
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effective operation and maintenance of existing fleets.l3 This work
conhibutes to defence self-reliance and to DSTGindustry interaction.
Informed advice for new equipment acquisitions, especially structural
fatigue and flight performance of next-generation aircraft, will be
important. Enabling R&D may be appropriatre in areas such as

advanced condition assessment, smart materials, nondestructive
inspection, structural loads estimation and corrosion control where the
technical risk and benefit are iudged to be high. In an era when
adversaries are likely to be equipped with much the same equipment
as the ADF, any enabling R&D that leads to a marginal performance
increment could be worthwhile. Enabling R&D should not be
conducted in areas where the problems and solutions are likely to be
corunon with the civil community; in these cases, Defence should
draw on the civil industry technology base.

726. Platform Signatures comprises prediction, measurement and
control of signatures for all combat vehicles, especially ships and
aircraft.l4 This work is important to self-reliance because it is
important to the survivability and performance of combat platforms
through denying or delaying their detection by adversary systems. It
is an area that can be complicated by the reluctance of allied countries
to release information. Signature management is expected to be
increasingly relevant to new equipment that may be acquired for the
ADF, especially for maximising the effectiveness of counterrneasures.
Low-observable (stealth) technology may be acquircd where it is
affordable. This is an area where substantial gains may be expected
and is therefore an appropriate area for enabling R&D.

Weapons

727. Weapon Countermeasures. Countermeasures technology
includes deception, decoys, iamming and disabling systems. It can be
the dominant factor in the performance of precision missile systems
and protection against adversary systems. Self-reliance in counter-
measures technology is critical for the survivability of ADF assets in a
combat environment in order to anticipate and provide a timely
response to new and potential threats. Enabling R&D in smarter
decoys, deception algorithms and high-power pulse systems offers

13 DA94. para. 12.1.14 oesl,para.'lz.s.
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high payoff in defence capability. Counter-countermeasure advances
rnay be so great that 'soft kill' approaches, such as iamming and
decoys, may h less effective against advanced weapons. Techniques
to protect sensors, including the human eye, will become more
important.

728. Ballistics and Energetic Materials. This is a relatively matrrre
set of technologies that is well supported by Australian and overseas
industry. It is not a strong candidate for enabling R&D, except in niche
areas that may have specific relevance to the Australian environment
and in the development of more sophisticated computational and
evaluation tools. Cost-effectiveness is likely to be the primary criterion
to iustify work in this area, e.g. innovative work on risk analysis of
propellant and explosives storage and safety in Australia could be
expected to lead to cost-saving applications for Australian Defence.

Priorities for Enabling R&D
129. Table 2 provides a surrunary of the foregoing analysis of the
defence technology fields against the criteria for enabling R&D.

130. On the basis of the above analysis, and using equal weighting
for each of the criteria in Table 2, enabling R&D would be most readily
justified in the following defence technology fields (as described
above):

o computers and communication;

o information management;

o weapon countermeasures; and

o signals intelligence.

131. Strong support could also be expected for enabling R&D in the
following defence technology fields:

. sensor data processing and weapon guidance;

o sensor equipment and materials;

o platform structures and propulsion;

o platform signatures;
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o simulation and training;

o systems engineering; and

. operations research.

132. Conversely, enabling R&D in the following defence
technology fields will generally be more difficult to justify in terms of
defence enabling R&D criteria, including perceived risk and potential
defence benefit. These areas would attract a smaller (but not zero)
share of enabling R&D resources:

o personnel support;

o environmental analysis; and

o ballistics and energetic materials.

133. These conclusions on priorities may be seen as an indicative
guide to the relative levels of resources that each defence technology
field area might attract. Specific proposals for enabling R&D would, of
course, need to be assessed individually against the criteria. These
assessments for enabling R&D priority are generally consistent with
the R&D guidelines nominated in the White Paper, the Price Report
and the individual Service science and technology plans, as described
in Section 5.

Translation into Technical Disciplines
134. The above priority areas for enabling R&D are covered by the
broad technology disciplines that were used in Annex D, namely:

o opto-electronics systems:

o seekers and sensors, including signal processing;
o imagin8 and identification systems;
. threat wamers, countermeasures and protection systems;
o miniaturisation of sensors and systems;

o radio frequency based systems:

o seekers and sensors, including signal processing;
o imaging and identification systems;
o threat wamers, countermeasures and protection systems;
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o miniaturisation of sensors and systems;
o low-observable and low-emission systems;

o communication and information systems:

o modular and adaptive architectures;
o assessrnent, awareness and decision aids;
o data management - storage, characterisation and

extraction;
o information warfare - attack and protection systems;

. systems science and engineering:

o systems integration;
. systems analysis;
o modelling and simulation (including human in the loop);
o data fusion of all-source data (including multidomain

sensors);
o software analysis, assurance and validation;
o perforrnanceoptimisation;

o human factors:

e sifuation awareness;
o human-machineinterface;
o trainingeffectiveness;
o performanceenhancement;

o smart materials:

o low-observablematerials;
o signaturemanipulation;
o embedded sensors;
o self-monitoring and -repairing structures;
o corrosion and fatigue resistance and monitoring;
o non-destructive evaluation of materials;

o sonar:

o acoustic seekers and sensors, including signal processing;
o acoustic signature management;
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r acoustic detection and classification (sea and air targets);

. aeronautics:

o reliability,serviceabilityandmaintainability;
o life extension and cost reduction;
o precision guidance and navigation;
o safety and airworthiness.

135. Table 3 gives a matrix correlation between the defence
technology fields and the enabling R&D technology disciplines. Note
that, under these definitions, humnn factors is considered to be separate
from the systutts science and eagineting discipline even though human-
machine interaction is considered to be part of the sysfanrs angineuing
technology field. For the purposes of this table the categories of opto-
elecEonics, radio frequency and sonar systems include the associated
signal processing and data manipulation systems.

7%. Technology disciplines that fall into the olher column are those
that are important to defence but may be required in small amounts
(such as cryptomathematics and counter-proliferation studies) or
available from external sources (such as gun technology, rocket and
gas turbine propulsion, structural and vehicle engineering, non-lethal
weapons, explosives and ordnance).

137. It is important that the DSTO enabling R&D portfolio is

diverse and balanced in order to address the full range of force
development and in-service issues that will occur in the decades
beyond. Therefore, an effort should be made to conduct some R&D in
each of the above generic technology areas. Specific proposals for
enabling R&D need to be assessed individually against the above
criteria.

138. From the above analysis of defence and generic technologies
and the possible long-term acquisition program (Annex D), the highest
priority for defence enabling R&D should be placed on:

. systems science and engineering; and

. communication and information systems.
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139. The second highest priority should be placed on:

o opto-electronics systems;

o radio frequency based systems; and

o human factors.

140. The third highest priority should be placed on:

. smart materials;

o sonar;and

o aeronautics.

141. In addition, DSTO should enhance its capacity to contribute to
broad high-level capability assessment studies in order to support
mairr decisions on defence force structure and balance. However,
much of the work in this area would be regarded as applid rather than
aublingR&D.



8. CONCLUSIONS

742. In order to support the goal of defence self-reliance, enabling
R&D should be evaluated against the following criteria:

o innovation and uncertainty;

o critical deFence technologies;

. unigue Australian aspects;

. operational effectiveness of defence capabilities;

. survivability of personnel or assetsi

. costeffectiveness of capabilities;

. support for new defence capabilities; and

o the potential for university and industry involvement'

143. Estimating the likely risk and Potential benefit for individual
enabling R&D tasks are difficult scientific and technical judgments for
defence research managers. In many cases, it might be desirable to
conduct studies to assess the likely benefit in relation to the
technological risk and the cost of the R&D.

744. As a result of the foregoing analysis of candidate R&D topics
and technology areas, it is recommended enabling R&D should be
encouraged in the following technical disciplines:

Prioity 1.:

. systems science and engineering;

. communication and information scicnce;

Priority 2:

o opto-electronicssystems;
o radio frequency systems;
o human factors;

Priority 3:

. smart materials;
o sonar systems;
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o aeronautics.

145. In order to comply with the criteria stated above, emphasis
should be placed on R&D that has the potential to support longer term
work in the following defence technology fields:

Prioity 7:

o computers and communication;
o informationmanagement;
o weaPoncountermeasures;
. signalsintelligence;

Priority 2:

o sensor data processing and weapon guidance;
. sensor equipment and materials;
o platform shuctures and propulsion;
o platform signatures;
o simulation and training;
. systems engineering (including human interface);
o oPerations research;

Priority 3:

o personnel support;
. environmentalanalysis;
o ballistics and energetic materials.

746. These conclusions on priorities may be seen as an indicative
guide to the relative levels of resources that each area might attract.
Research in other specialist technical areas might also satisfy the
criteria for defence enabling R&D. Specific proposals for enabling
R&D would, of course, need to be assessed individually against the
criteria.

747. In addition, DSTO should enhance its capacity to contribute to
broad highJevel capability assessment studies in order to support
rnaiJr decisions on defence force structure and balance.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ABCA-ANZ America-Britain{anada-AustraliaandAustralia-New

Zealand agreements

ADF Australian Defence Force

AEW&C airborne early warning and control

ANU Australian National University

APC armoured personnel carrier

ARDU Aeronautical Research and Development Unit

ASEAN Association of South-East Asian Nations

ASW anti-submarine warfare

BVR beyond visual range

CDS Chief Defence Scientist

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation

CaI command, control, communications and intelligence

C4I computers, communications, command and control
and intelligence

DA% Defending Australia, Defence White Paper 1994.

DSTO Defence Science and Technology Organisation

ECCM electronic counter-countermeasures

ECM electronic countermeasures

EO electro-optic

ER&D enabling research and development

ERDAG Enabling R&D AdvisoryGroup

ESM electronics support measure

EW electronic warfare

HF high frequency
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HQADF Headquarters, Australian Defence Force

IR infrared

IORI{ findalee Operational Radar Network

LOT life of type

MILSATCOM Military Satellite Communications

MOU Memorandumof Understanding

NVG night vision goggles

OTH over the horizon

PWD planned withdrawal date

R&D research and development

RAAF Royal Australian Air Force

RAN Royal Australian Navy

RDRC R&D Review Committee

S&T science and technology

SDSC Strategic and Defence Studies Centre

SR93 Strategic Rcoiat L993

UAV unmanned air vehicle

UHF ultra high frequency

USAF United States Air Force

VHF very high frequency
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ANNEX A

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE PROVISION
OF STRATEGIC GUIDANCE FOR ENABLING

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
DSTO is seeking to establish a more structured framework

within which to develop its priorities for enabling research and
development (ER&D).

This activity needs to embrace a wide variety of factors:

o developments in Australia's strategic circumstances and
policies, including key aspects of self-reliance;

. trends in technology and their application to Defence; and
o the nature of future force structure (and other) decisions that

the Defence Organisation will recommend to Government,
and the time-scale in which they need to be made.

CDS is intending to establish an ER&D Advisory Group
(ERDAG), drawing inter alia on outside expertise to advise on trendi
in science and technology. The ERDAG will focus on:

. Opto-electronics;

r Radio-frequency Systems;

o Communication and Information Science;

o Systems Science and Engineering;

o Human Factors;

o Smart Materials.

The work of this Advisory Group will be facilitated by a paper
which develops the policies and priorities set out in the 1994 Defence
white Paper (and other relevant documents) to provide guidance more
specific to DSTO's ER&D program.

This paper will be developed under the guidance of professor
Paul Dibb, Head of the strategic and Defence studies centre at the
ANU, and in consultation as necessary across Defence.
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The paper will develop a concePtual framework to help

identify speciiic areas of defence capability that will be a priority for
DSTO'I ER&D and, conversely, areas of less, little or no priority for
DSTO. Development of the concept of self-reliance is likely to be

important in tliis regard. Other factors that could be taken into

account could include:

o evolution of the rules of warfare;

o changes in public and political expectations of how democratic
countries will conduct war; and

o trends in technology (noting, however, that this will be the

principal focus of the external consultants to the ERDAG).

This work will formally begin on Monday 9 October, and end

on Friday 1 December 1995.
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ANNEX B

PLANNED WITHDRAWAL DATES FOR
EXTSTING MAIOR DEFENCE EQUIPMENTI

Equipment PWD Age at PWD

COMMAND CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS

Air defence command environment
|oint Command Support Environment
Minimum communications network - MEEN
Army command support system
VHF Radios (Wagtail, Raven)
EW comrnand & processing
Air command support system
Secure communication - DISCON
Air communications
Satellite communications - MILSATCOM
Trunk communications - Parakeet
HF communications

INTELLIGENCE

ADF Distributed Intelligence System
Airborne stand -off imaging

SURVEILLANCE

Jindalee over-the-horizon radar

2W
2W
2W
2009
2W
2010
2011
2012
2015
2076
2017
2020

10
10
15
12

15

15
10
20
20
20
20
20

72

20

20

20p/7
2020

2017

Based on defence planning documents, February 1995.
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Equipment PWD Age at PWD

MARITIME OPERATIONS2

Destroyers - DDG
Airborne depth sounder
Mk48 torpedo
Replenishment ship
Patrol boats - Fremantle class

Sea King helicopters
Minesweepers
Landing ship - heavy
Frigate towed array
Submarine towed array
Frigates - FFG
Missile decoy
Replenishment ship
P-3C maritime patrol aircraft
Seahawk helicopter
Hydrographic ship
Minehunter coastal
Frigates - ANZAC
Helicopters - ANZAC & Patrol boats
Maritime mines
ASW torpedo
Frigates - FFG
Offshore patrol boats
Navy utility helicopter

2001
2m3
2005
2005
2008

2008
2008
2010
2010
2011

2012
2012
2014
2015
2015
2079
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2021,

2024
2025

33
15
30
11

15

30
12
28
37
20
22

20

20
20
20
25

35
20
30

35
10
?5
16

20

Maritime operations includes maritime patrol and resPonse and Protection of

shipping and offshore territories.
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Equipment PWD Age at PWD

AIR DEFENCE

Surface-to-air missiles (Rapier)
Air-to-air missiles (AIM-9)
Air-to-air missiles (AIM-7)
Surface-to-air missiles (RBS-70)
Air defence radar
F-l8 fighter aircraft
Air-to-air missiles
Air traffic control radars
Airborne early warning & control
Air traffic control radars
Weapon systems support facilities

LAND OPERATIONS3

8 tonne trucks
4 tonne trucks
Hamel gun
Iroquois helicopter
Leopard tank
M113 armoured personnel carrier
Army electronic warfare equipment
Small arms Steyr rifle
Black Hawk helicopter
Night surveillance equipment
Heavy helicopter - Chinook
Wheeled Armoured Fighting Vehicle
Infantry vehicle - Bushranger
Surveillance vehicle - Mulgara
Army reconnaissance helicopter

2000
2005
2007
2012
2014
2015
2015
201,6

2020
2022
2025

2005
2M
2W
201,0

2070
2010
201,2

2015
2015
201,5

2018
2020
2025
2025
2029

21.

20
25
40
33
45
15

20
24
20
23
25
25
25
25

76
15
15

30
15

30
15

25
20

25
23

land operations includes defeat of incursions and protection of vital assets.
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Equipment PWD Age at PWD

STRATEGIC STRIKE

F-l 11 strike reconnaissance aircraft
Collins submarines

TRAIMNG

Macchi MB-325 lead-in fighter
Squirrel helicopter
PC-9 trainer aircraft
Air range
Aerial targets
H*7 48 navigation trainer

TRAhISPORT

Caribou tactical transPort
F707 strategic transPort
C-l30H tactical transPort

2020
2025

2000
2005
2010
2074
2015
2015

2000
2010
2010

47
25

32
21,

20
15
t7
45

37
30+
32
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ANNEX C

POSSIBLE DEFENCE EQUIPMENT
ACQUTSTTTON PROIECTS BEFORE 200s1

No. Project Title Yeaf CostBand3

COMMAND CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS

2 Defence integrated secure communications
network

49 VHFRadios - Raven
65 Trunk communications - Parakeet
75 Army command support system

722 VHFRadios - Wagtail
1226 Maritime Command Support System
2008 Satellite communications - MITSATCOM
2030 Joint Command Support Environment

(incl. air command system)
HF communications
Wide area communications
Air communications

INTELLIGENCE

5140 P-3CESMupdate
5399 Airborne stand-off imaging
7013 ADFdistributedintelligencesystem

2M3
2M7
5397

1998 ....
1998 ...
1997 ....
7999 ..
1995 0

2003 ..

7997 ..
1999 ooo.
7999 .
1999 .

7997 o.o
2000 00

2000 .

1

2

3

Ildudes 1l!-"t_p:qy$ and unapproved Defence projects (all phases, all years) for
the period 1995-2m0.
Approximate year in service, subject to project approval, funding and contsact
performance.
Cost Bands: 1 - $20m to g99m;2 - $100m to gt99m;3 - $2mm to S499m;4 - $5mrn
to $999m; 5 - $lb to $2b;5 - above $2b.
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No. Proiect Title Year CostBand

SURVEILLANCE

1100 Acoustic surveillance & tactica! array
sonar system

20?5 findaleeover-the-horizonradar
2W Space-basedsurveillance
5186 Air traffic control radars
7003 Kariwara towed array

MARITIME OPERATIONS4

1 Anti-ship missiles
7229 Active missile decoy
1242 Anti-submarineweapon
1308 Navy utility helicopter
1348 Frigates - ANZAC
1390 FFG frigates update
14m New destroyers
1401 Hydrographicships
1405 Seahawk helicopter upgrade
7411 Helicopters - ANZAC frigates and

patrol boats
1427 Offshore patrol boats
1555 Minehuntercoastal
1554 Maritime operations support centre
2045 Maritime mining
5276 P-3C maritime patrol aircraft update

2m2
2000
2m5
1999

1999 ..o
2001 0.
2m2 ...
1999 ....
2001 ... ...
z0(]/Z o...
2005 ... ...
2001 ...
7999 ..

2001 ....
2003 o....
2001 .o..
2003 e'. o.
2m.2 .
2000 .....

Maritime operations includes maritime patrol and respons€ and protection of
shipping and offshore territorics.
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No. Proiect Title Year CostBand

AIR DEFENCE

"1.17 Surface to-air missiles (Army)
1428 Surface-to-airmissiles(Navy)
5077 Airbome early warning & control
5333 Air defence command environment
5375 Air defence radars
5376 F-18 fighter aircraft upgrade
5387 Weapon systems support capability
il00 Air-to-airmissiles

LAND OPERATIONSs

50 Army electronic warfare
52 Medium recovery vehicle
53 Night vision equipment -Ninox
76 Light field vehicle
87 Army reconnaissance helicopter

106 M113 APC upgrade
112 Light armoured vehicle
11,6 Infantry vehicle - Bushranger
1,21, Field vehicles - Overlander
123 [.and surveillance vehicle - Mulgara
125 Individual soldier - Wundarra
726 Land force distribution system

5M6 Black Hawk simulator

2000
2ffi2
2402
1999
2001

2001
2000
2000

o

oo

aaa a

a

aaa

aa

1999

2000

2002
rg99
1,998

1998
2002
2002
2001
2003

1999

Land operations includes defeat of incursions and protection of vital assets.
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No. Proiect Title Year CostBand

STRATEGIC STRIKE

1114 Submarines - Collins
7429 Heavy torpedo
52?5 F-111 avionics update
5391 F-111self-protection
5398 Air-to-surfacemissile

TRANISPORT

5190 Light tactical transport
5195 GI'S Navstar navigation system
5216 Strategic air lift C-130J + air-to-air

2001
2002
7997
2000
7999

2002
1999

a

a

5367
5394
v01

refuelling
&707 training simulator
EW self-protection - transport aircraft
Tactical air lift

2001
2000
2001
2005

TRAINING

7 Aerial target
1418 Maritime range
2027 Training and helicoPter shiP
5367 Lead-in fighter
5395 ADFair range

2000
2000
1996
2000
2001
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ANNEX E

EXTRACT FROM THE NAVY PLAN 1995-96
NAVY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY1

l. The Reseaich and Development (R&D) carried out by the
Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) for Navy is
limited by the annual funding made available to the DSTO program
through the annual Defence Budget as well as by competing R&D
requirements from other services and Defence areas. The resources
made available to Maritime R&D are assigned to both Navy sponsored
and DSTO Technology Base tasks. This Annex deals only-with the
Navy sponsored tasks. These tasks have been divided into two
categories, Capability Development and Operational Support. The
following is a guide to setting and reviewing R&D prioritiei between
and within these two categories.

Definition

2_ - a. Capabjlity Development. Tasks in support of Capability
De_velopment, such as those proposed by DGFD (Sea), or proposed by
ACMAT-N in support of Navy acquisition projectsand functions.

b. Operational Support. Tasks in support of existing
equipmenl systems and procedures, such as those proposed by ships,
units, MHQ (via DNW), Naval Support Command, Naval Training
Command, and DGNPW @SMPW).

3. Prior to acceptance for Navy sponsorship, all task proposals
arising from Navy functional areas, commands ind units are to be
considered by either Drector General Force Development (sea) (or his
delegate) for Capability Development tasks, or by the Maritime
Commander (or his delegate) for Operational Support tasks; to
ascertain their consistency with the requirements for Navy, and to
oversight on behalf of the Nary Research and Development
Requirements Committee GDRO the allocated task priority.

I S,rbl"ct toreview during 1995.
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4. The DSTO resources allocated to sponsored Maritime R&D
will be apportioned and monitored by the RDRC between Capability
Development and operational support. The balance between these

two categories should be under constant review so that ltlavYl througtr

the RDRI, can continually advise DSTO of Navy's prevailing R&D
requirements, both in the short and long term.

Considerations for Establishing and Reviewing Priorities

5. Capability DeveloPment: The R&D tasks in support of

Capability Development category will be largelydete*iryd by Navy
Foice structure Development and Proiects. The priorities will be

related to the projects for which approval has been achieved (white
Book) and theiefore are an established part of the Five Year Defence

Program (FYDP), and to the Pink Book, which already contains

profosals for New Capital Equipment in a priority- listed order.

i{owenet, it is not expected that the R&D priorities will exactly align
with these priorities.

6. Operational SuPPort: DSTO, in order to describe the R&D

requirements of the ADF in terms directly -related 
to ADF

responsibilities, has developed in consultation with relevant Service

and Defence Cenbal areas a system of descriptors known as Force

Research Areas (FRAs). This system at the first level identifies which
branch of the ADF R&D tasks would suPPort, ie Maritime (M), Air (A),

Land (L) and Policy and Command (PC). Each of these descriPtors at

the second level are further divided to identify the specific capability
areas which R&D tasks support. For Maritime FRA, the list of Force

Research Area Capabilities-(FRACs) agreed upon by Navy and DSTO

is given in Appendix 1 of this Annex. It should be noted these FRACs

arJclosely reiatea tc the Navy Sub-Program Sub-Components and this
relationship is also shown in Appendix 1.

7. The RDRC should annually review the Navy Plan to produce a

priority listing of FRACS to accord with the Navy's R&Drequirements
it ttaf time. in determining this list, the RDRC should be guided by
Annex G (Navy Capital Equipment Priority List) , Annex H (Minor

Equipment Proposals) and Annex I (Information Systems). Priority
inilulion of proposed tasks on the DSTO within the Operational
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Support Category should then reflect this priority listing of Maritime
FRACs by the RDRC.

8. The guidance for establishing the priority of an individual
Navy sponsored R&D task is based on the RDRC recommended
division of resources between the two categories, on the divisions
(FRACs and/or equipments) within each category, and on the
consideration of the broad priority listing following:

a. Priority 1- Self Defence.

o Signature management
. Self defence surveillance and weapons
o Combat survivability
e Platform svstems

b. Priority 2 - Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence (C3I).

o Broad area surveillance
o Informationmanagement
o Tacticalcommunications
o Decision aids
o Data links

c. Priority 3 - Offence and Area Defence.

o Power propction
o Defence of task groups, merchants etc
o Over the horizon targeting
o Tactics

d. Priority 4 - Future Threats.

. Equipment beyond endorsed policies
o Countering non-Area of Direct Military Interest threats
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ANNEX F

EXTRACT FROM LAND FORCE SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY STRATEGYI

. VISION
The lanil Force will Sectioely exploit tahnology to
qoiluce an affwilable decisioe military capability to
promote the secuity of Australin, its people anil intqests.

1. A decisive edge through the exploitation of technology, to
meet the Land Force needs, is one of the three key elements in
developing our defence posture. The other key elements to achieve
our fundamental defence obirtive as efficiently as possible are the
exploitation of our natural advantages in geography, and our wider
national strengths.z Technology is one of the building blocks of
Australia's policy of defence self-reliance.

2. Australia's over-arching defence science and technology (S&T)
strategy, based on the concept of technological edge is undergoing a
fundamental shift towards generating selective capabilities in
advanced technology. Regional nations which were technologically
lagging now find it easier to close the gap on the technological leaders
due to the oversupply of advanced military technology on the global
arms market following the end of the Cold War. Accordingly,
Australia needs to become more selective about identifying those areas
in which we need to maintain a decisive lead, and to give them
priority. These will be areas we iudge to be particularly decisive to
success in combat.3

3. Defending Australia 1994 identified the key areas for
development where high technology can give the ADF a decisive edge
as: intelligence collection, evaluation and distribution; surveillance and
reconnaissance; command and control; key weapons and sensors; and
electronic warfare.4 Through the exploitation of new technology in

Draft: not yet approved by CGS.
D494,para.4.77.
DA94,para.4.25.
DA94, para.4.26.

1

2
3
4
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areas including surveillance, mobility and firepower, the Land Force

can complicate an adversary's planning_and make the risk and cost of
action on Australian territory very high.5

4. New and emerging technologies hold significant promise of
enhanced Land Force capabilities and increasing the available combat
power. The successful assimilation of these technologies is the key to
optimising the effectiveness of limited manpower and resources and to
enhancing survivability. The exploitation of emerging technologies
has the potential to allow adjustments in manpower to support the

development of key capabilities.

5. For a number of defence-critical technologies, commercial
demand, not defence demand, drives the technical progress. This
requires specialist scientific expertise to discriminate between
alternative technology options, to modify and to support equipment,
and in some circumstances to develop indigenous capabilities. A
close, long term relationship between Defence S&T organisations and
Australian defence industry is fundamental to achieving these aims.

SCOPE

9. The t^and Force S&T Strategy provides the framework for a
coherent plan that will enable the land Force to selectively exploit
technology. This will enable Army to maintain a capability edge,

reduce reliance on high levels of rnnpower and use technology as a
force multiplier.

10. The aim of this Strategy is to identify the broad Land Force

requirements and priorities for S&T suPPort over the next 15 years. In
addition, it will provide guidance to those S&T organisations integral
to Defence as to the S&T requirements and priorities to support Land
Force capabilities.

72. The objectives of the land Force S&T Strategy are to:

a. enhance the combat effectiveness of the Land Force;

b. maximise the safety and effectiveness of Land Force personnel;

c. enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of individual and
collective training;

DA94,para.4.23.
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d. enhance the ability of the [.and Force to sustain deployed force
elements;

e. ensure that the land Force is an informed buyer of equipmenf

f. extend the life of type and improve the performance of
equipmeng and

g. reduce life cycle costs.

S&T CONTRIBUTIONS TO LAND FORCE NEEDS
14. Overview. The Land Force will operate within a joint
environment drawing on national resourc€s. The keys to gaining and
maintaining the initiative during operations in the de-fence6f Australia
is better c3I, training and infrastructure. The information revolution
will allow Australia forces to gain, use and distribute knowledge in
near.real-time. Integration of systems and forces capable of mul-tiple
missions, offers the potential to apply that knowledge inside an
adversary's decision cycle. A higher te.po of operationsls fikely to be
the norm. Directive control will remain a tey doctrinil and
operational ethos.

15. 
- - Detecting. { potentiat adversary will face a layered, highly

capable, redundant detection environment. sensors wili be landl air
and space'based. Manned sensors, remote sensorg and robotic sensors
will dominate the land environrnent. over the next En years, the
advantages offered to an adversary by the size of an AO, nigt t,
camouflage, deception and stealth will be steadily eroded. withil 15
years, imp:oved detection will severely hamper an adversary's
operational and tactical freedom. The integration of sensors and
yeapon systems will increasingly allow detection forces to engage and
destroy targets. Together with deployment of remote and autJnomous
robotic sensors, this trend will alow forces primarily structured and
equipped for detecting roles to adopt protection and rlsponse roles.

76. Protecting. The information revolution will allow forces
protecting key targets to predict the size, intention and direction of an
advercary's attack. Improvement in the range, coverage, accuracy and
lethality of weapon systems will alrow prbtective f6rces to hit and
destroy known enemy with greater confidence. Integrated,
autonomous weapons will be able to replace systems reliant on weight
of fire rather than accuracy. Automatic position and status repottit,g
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by friendly force personnel and equipmglt will minimise'blue on blue'

engagements. Protective forces will be able to eng1ge targets

coiRient of only causing minirnal collateral damage. -Conversely,
potential adversaries will deploy portable, autonomous, highly lethal

systems to attack key targets from long-range--with greltel accuracy'

one strike against a target will generally suffice, particularly if the

weapon has a terminal effect tailored to the target. The relative

advintage offered by knowing the battlefield will favour our forces'
protectiie forces wiil deploy greater combat power resultant from

integrated weapons and improvements in tactical mobility and

ptoi-ection. These forces will be able to react locally to unforeseen or
underestimated enemy actions, or react part of the force to deal with
contingencies elsewhere.

77. Response. Response will be improved by greater knowledge

of the situation, includlng access to accurate real-time information

about possible obiectives. Response times will be reduced by the

employment of multi-role forces. There are unlikely tote significant

improvements in operational mobility over the next 10 to 15 years;

limits imposed by distance and terrain are still likely to determine

minimum response times for reaction forces. Accurate, more timely
knowledge miy improve the potential for the pre-emptive deployment
of reactio--n fories. Once deployed such forces will have, or will be able

to call upon, sufficient combat power to neutralise an adversary. Real-

time knowledge of the obiective and enemy dispositions will improve

the linkage ofreaction to threat. Siruationally aware own forces is

essential io minimise fratricide and collateral damage. Enemy forces

deployed far from suPPort will be at a significant disadvantage'

18. Conclusion. Technological innovation over the next 15 years

will impact on Army's capabilities. Multi-role forces and weapons

will beiter protect {argeti and provide a more flexible and lethal

response to unforeseen threats. Detection will be a role for all the

Iand Force elements. Better C3I will help compress decision cycles in
response to higher tempo operations and a fast moving fast-thinking
adversary. -Directive control will remain a key doctrinal and

operational response to these challenges.

lg. Key Land Force capabilities Focus Areas. strategic guidance

and analytical studies have shown that a number of capability areas
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show considerable potential to enhance the Land Force and they are
selected for development:

a. command, control, communications and intelligence;

b. surveillanceand reconnaissance,

c. precision firepower, and

d. mobility.

24. S&T Investurent Priorities. Those technologies that are likely
to have the greatest impact on the conduct of land operations are:

a. Operational Analysis

b. Systems Integration

c. Communications and Computers

d. Surveillance Systems

e. Modelling and Simulation

f. Human Sciences

B. Platforms

h. Weapon Systems

STRATEGIES
23. Promote Operational Analysis. Effective operational analysis
offers the [^and Force a mechanism to ensure that we are both a smart
buyer and a smart user of capabilities. In a resource constrained
environment the selection of the most cost-effective capability for the
land Force will be critical. Operational analysis, supported by
simulation and modelling, can provide improved cost-benefit analyses,
better requirements, and more comprehensive trade-off analysis.

24. Exploit Commercial Technologies. There is an increased
opportunity to meet defence needs by adopting commercial
technology and commercial products, such a electronics,
communications and software. The Land Force must foster the
monitoring of the commercial research and development, including
the ability to modify commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment, that
may offer advantages for military application.
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25. Insert Tedrnology into In-Senice Systems. Technology is
introduced fastest if it can move into an already fielded system. When
the opportunity arises, new, but mature, technology can be inserted as

an upgrade to an in-service system. Particularly amenable to direct
transfer frorn the laboratory to an existing system are information and
electronics technologies that can enhance capability with the
replacement of computers, communications and software.

26. Reduce Cost of Ownership. The l-and Force must search out
technologies that can reduce the cost of operating, maintaining and
upgrading systems. This includes embedded corrosion and fracture
systems, non-destructive testing techniques, improvements in the
speed and effectiveness of diagnostic tools, and procuring modular
equipment capable of incremental upgrading.

27. Exploit Cooperative Tasking. In a resource-constrained
environment, the Land Force should exploit opportunities to lever off
existing research and development tasks and seek cooperative tasking.
This will require the identification of tasks that rnay be of interest to
the Land Force and the agreement of the current sponsor.

28. Promote Technical Cooperation. Technical cooperation is
developed through increased technical awareness within the land
Forces and a greater understanding of the conduct of land operations
within S&T establishments. If the Land Force is to maintain a regional
technological and capability edge its personnel must have an increased
technical awareness. Effective exploitation of the S&T resources
available to the l-and Force and the most appropriate use of our
capabilities in our unique geographical environment will demand
officers and soldiers that have an increased and broad understanding
of technology. Technical education and training opportunities should
be promoted. In addition, opportunities to educate the S&T
community on the conduct of land operations should be pursued to
facilitate a closer relationship between customer and provider.
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ANNEX G

EXTRACT FROM THE RAAF LONG RANGE
PLAN DI6F) AP 1O1O

Technological Outlook
1130. The Australian Defence Force no longer enjoys a technological
edge over our neighbours. Consequently, it is more important to
exploit the technology that we have, than relying on a diminishing
technology gap.

1111. It is likely that Science & Technotogy (S&T) support for the
RAAF in the future will fall into two broad categories:

a. Incorporating new technology; for instance new sensor types,
new and advanced countermeasures technologies, and
advances in processing and fusion of information. Software
control, accessibility and development are key issues here.
Transmission of sensor information to commanders on the
ground will also require consideration. A maior role for a S&T
organisation (such as DSTO), is to provide quality advice on
new equipment procurements, so that the sponsor maintains
an informed,'smart buyer' approach.l

b. Extending life of existing equipments, plus reduction in
operating and maintenance cosb; for instance advances in
treating fatigue problems in aircraft and corrosion control.
Future DSTO work could lead to more accurate prediction of
life cycle costing, and the onset and extent of corrosion in
platforms.2

l!32. ]echnology developments that may have a rnalrr impact on
air warfare include; advances in millimetre (mm) wave radar, laser
radar, smart IR and multi domain smart sensors. Advances in phased
array radar and processing techniques will lead to better deteciion of
low observables. The operational frequencies of missiles will move
from microwave to mm wave. Thus, improvements in imaging
techniques will lead to timely and more aicurate recognition and

DA94, paras 12.7-8.
D494, para.12.7.

I
2
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identification of targets. Advances in data fusion and information
handling techniques will further enhance this process. These advances

would iepreseni significant increases in surveillance and control
capabilities.3

1133. For platforms there will be an increasing emPhasis on

unmanned aii vehicles (UAV), for tactical and wide area surveillance
and possibly for otlter roles such as weapon delivery. However,
manned strike aircraft will still remain as a potent strategic strike
delivery system.

173/. Electro optic (EO) sensors, using imaging techniques will be

part of intelligent' guided weapons. This will improve the process of
iarget recognition and selection. Weapons systems will have advanced
ECCM capabilities and incorporate stealth techniques.

1135. More emphasis will be placed on Electronic Warfare (EW).

Thus concepts to permit simplification of EW equipment installation
and ease of transfer from aircraft to aircraft, by way of common fit, will
be developed. 'Smart' flares and 'smart' chaff will be develope_d_in

order to overcome sophisticated ECCM techniques. In fact, ECCM
advances may be such that'soft kill' approaches, such as jamming and
decoys, may be less effective. In addition, techniques to Protect
,ur,r6tt, incfuding the eye, will become more important.4

11?6. Space based systems will play an increasing role in the areas of
ClI and surveillance. Information (meteorological, navigation,

communications and early warning), as well as enemy target
designation and air defence identification, Iruly be provided using
these systems.

1737. TheJindalee OTH network (IORN) coupled with AEW&C will
provide a capability for surveillance of aircraft and surface vessels

over a wide area of strategic interest. High frequency radar activities
will become more refined, offering greater performance predictability
and capabili ty development.

1138. Future technology will also allow examination of potential
trade-offs between different categories of weapons, systems and
platforms:

3
4

DA94,para.12.5.
ibid.
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a. the advantages of greater stand-off over improved penetration
through the adoption of stealth technology,

b. new platforms with greater range versus improved air-to-air
refuelling capability, and

c. exploitation of new combat aircraft, cmise missile and UAV
technology.

1139. C4I technologies will allow new capabilities to distribute
intelligence and information of all forms (eg. text, audio, video,
imagery), to and from commanders over secure links. The potential
for these systems to enable 'distributed collaborative planning' is a
rapidly advancing area. They would enhance RAAF capability by
supporting mission planning, especially during future joint force and
coalition force operations. In additiory new capabilities in intelligence
analysis, based on intelligent systems, for database querying and
linking will add value to intelligence collected from disparate sources.
Also information fusion from different sensors and sources will lead to
a synergistic effect in the detection and identification of targets.s

1140. Air Force will continue to rely on software intensive mission
critical systems. Thus, it is imperative that software systems are
continuously improved. An S&T organisation, including ARDU, has a
critical role in this continuous improvement.5

1141. Operational performance will also be enhanced with greater
use of simulation technology. Combat modelling can assist in the
development and verification of organisational doctrine, and can
contribute to the development of force structure. Mission rehearsal
systems are being developed to provide high fidelity simulation of the
combat environment using satellite and aerial images combined with
computer technology. These systems can help shape future roles and
missions and give commanders a high degree of confidence in
operational planning.T

1142. Sophisticated real time fatigue and shock monitoring systems
for engine and airframes will be developed, leading to more accurate
life of type (LC[) assessments. Corrosion early warning will

DA94, paras 12.5,12.13.
D494, para.12.'|-4.
D494, para.'/2.5.

t
6
7
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be effected via chemical sensors and monitoring of aircraft micro
environments. Advances in non destructive inspection (NDI)
techniques will assist in this area.8

1143. There will be development of new materials, such as sealants,
coatings and adhesives which will lead to significant efficiencies. New
adhesives may lead to repair systems which cure at low temperatures
and make field repairs easier. Platform availability may improve
significantly as repair and maintenance regimes become more efficient.
In addition, stealth technology materials will be developed with S&T
input.e

1744. The potential for the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction is of concern as these weapons already exist or could be
readily developed by countries in the region.lO The development and
proliferation of ballistic and cruise missiles may also need to be
countered.

Tedrnological Outlook - Keyludgenents
o Exploitation of current technology.

o Two main areas for Science and Technology in the future are
the incorporation of new technology and the life extension of
existing equipment.

. Improvements in surveillance and control capabilities from
technological developments will occur.

o More emphasis on UAVs, EO sensors, and Electronic
Protection Measures.

o An increasing role will be played by space based surveillance
and CaI.

o There nuy be tradeoffs between platforms and weapons.

. Operational performance will be enhanced by greater use of
simulation.

r New materials will improve repair capability and stealth
performance.

DA94, paras 12.5,12;13,12.28.
DA94, para.l2.13.
DA94, para.l2.l1.

8
9
10
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R&D Requirements

7792. Technical advances in signal processing, software, fibre optics
and sensors will underwrite future cost-effectiveness. Surveillance
and targeting, including identification through high-resolution air and
spac€-brne systems, on-station capability to monitor selected targets,
and the ability to designate targets unambiguously will continue to
improve.

1193. In particular, the Air Force will support Research and
Development activity in DSTO and ARDU which aims to:

a. Advance peacetime life extension and cost reduction including
improved structural integrity, and improved management of
stress, corrosion and fatigue.

b. Support wide area surveillance and targeting acquisition
systems whilst also developing sensor systems for theatre
surveillance of denied areas - stand-off imaging (including
space based), with a 24 hours all weather capability will be
essential.

c. Develop longer range precision all weather standoff guided
munitions for penetration, anti-radiation, area coverage or
blast effect and capable of being carried on future combat
aircraft.

d. Improve the resistance of air defence BVR missiles to terminal
countermeasures.

e. Reduce IR, radar and visual signatures on existing and future
platforms and infrashucture.

f. Develop and evaluate low cost options and concepts for
tactical training and rehearsal including realistic simulation,
war gaming and exercise scenarios to thoroughly and
routinely test our future forces.

g. Enhance our tactical warfare systems information architecture
to provide real time or near-real time cockpit information for
our primary platforms.

h. Study wartime operational effectiveness including
survivability.
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i.

j.

k.

l.

n.

o.

p.
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Improve interoperability with our allies including Cal systems.

Provide accurate and timely advice on new platforms and
systems, in order that HQADF may make prudent and better
informecl decisions on planned procurements.

Develop and evaluate threat warning systems (sensors and
displays), decoys, countermeasures and tactics and techniques,
to reduce attrition in operational scenarios.

Assess battlefield laser hazards and develop and evaluate
protection devices for aircrew eyes and aircraft sensors.

Develop and evaluate concepts to enhance tactical situation
awareness and improve the recognition and identification of
non co-operative targets beyond visual range.

Provide advice on the development of ECCM techniques for
surveillance and weapon radar systems.

Evaluate information warfare threats and develop and
evaluate protective concepts.

Develop and evaluate techniques and systems to support self
reliant operation of soft-ware driven aircraft, including the
maintenance and validation of flight and mission critical
software.

Provide advice on the detection of faults and the reduction of
operation and maintenance costs of engines of RAAF aircraft.

Provide advice on the implementation of surveillance,
camouflage, concealment, deception and hardening for the
protection of vital assets on operational air bases.

q.

r.



STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE

The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is
located in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Australian National University, is to advance the study of strategic
problems, especially those relating to the general region of Asia and
the Pacific. The Centre gives particular attention to Australia's
strategic neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to members of the
University, but includes other interested professional, diplomatic and
parliamentary groups. Research includes military political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of strategic developments.
Shategy, for the purpose of the Centre, is defined in the broadest
sense of embracing not only the control and application of military
force, but also the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause
violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars
for other departments within the ANU and other universities, as well
as to various government departments. Regular seminars and
conferences on topics of current importance to the Centre's research
are held, and the mapr defence training institutions, the loint Services
Staff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses. Members of the Centre provide advice and
training courses in strategic affairs to the Department of Defence and
the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Since its inception in7966., the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been
on problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arrns proliferation and arms
control; policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Department; and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.

The Centre runs a Graduate Programme in Strategic Studies,
which includes both Graduate Diploma and Masters programmes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on
strategic issues, particularly from the press, learned iournals and
government publications. Its Publications Programme, which
includes the Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence and SDSC
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Working Papers, produces more than two dozen publications a year

on strategic and defence issues.

CANBERRA PAPERS ON STRATEGY AND DEFENCE:

NEW SERIES

NO.
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cP45
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cP47

cP48

cP49

cP50
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TITLE
Ausbalia's S€cret Space ltograms
bv Desmond Ball
High Personnel Turnover: The ADF is not a Limited Liability Company
by Cathy Downes
Shodd Australia Plan to Defend Christmas and Cocos Islands?
by Ross Babbage Out of Print
US Base in the Philippines: Issues and Implications
by Desmond Ball (ed.)
Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)

$A

15.m

15.m

15.m

15.m

20.m

15.00

20.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

22.n

v.n
20.00
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15.00

30.00
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bv Desmond Ball
The Vietnam People's Army:
bv D.M. FitzGerald

Regularization of Command 7975'79t38
15'00

cPs2

cP53

cP54

cP55

cP%

cP57

cP58

cP59

cP60

cP51

cP62

Aushalia and the Global Suategic Balance
by Dcsmond Ball
Oiganising an Army: the Australian Experience 1957-1965
by J.C. Blaxland
The Evolving World Economy: Some Altemative Security Question
for Australia
by Richard A. Higgott
Defending the Northern Gateway
by Peter Donovan
Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT):
Intercepting Satellite C-ommunica tions
bv Degmond Ball
Bieaking the American Alliance:
An Independent National Security Policy for Ausbalia
by Gary Brown
Senior Officer ftofessional Development in the
Australian Defence Force: Constant Study to Prepare
bv Cathv Downes
iaefnt Australia and the US Defense Satellite
Commtrnications System (D6CS)
bv Desmond Ball
Ctina's Crisis: The International Implications
by Gary Klintwo*h (ed)
Index to Parliamentary Questions on Defence
by Gary Brown
Controlling Gvil Maritime Activities in a Defence Contingency
by W.A.G. Dovers
The Seorrity of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.I, Views from the Region
by David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds)

The Strategic Significance of Torres Strait
by Rore Babbage
The Leading Edge: Air Power in Australia's Unique Environment
by PJ. Crier and D.f. Schubert
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CP53 The Northern Territory in the Defence of Aushalia:
Geography, Historn Economn Infrastructure, and Defene Preence
by Decmond Ball end J.O. Iangtry (eds) 24.n

CP64 Vietnam's With&awal From C-am6odia: Regional Issues and Realigrrments
by Gery Klintworth (ed.) 1Z.N

CP65 hospects for Crisis Prediction: A South Pacific Case Study
by Ken Roer 20.m

CP66 Bougainville: Perspectives on a Crisis
by Pcter Polomk (ed.)

CP67 The Amateur Managers; A Study of the Management of Weapons
Systeur Projects
by F.N. Bennett

CP68 The Security of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.2, Managing Change
by Peter Polomka (ed.)

CP59 Australia and the World: Prologueand ltospects
by Deemond Ball (ed.)

C[?O Singapore'sDefencelndustries
by Bilveer Singh

CWI RAAF Air Power Docbine: A Collection of Contemporary Essays
by Gary Waterc (ed.)

CW2 South Pacific Security: Issue and Perspectives
by Stephen Henningham and Deemond Ball (eds)

CPn The Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia:
Shategic and Qperational Considerations
byf.O. Langtry and Desmond B.ll (eds)

Cn4 The Architect of Victory: Air C-ampaigns for Australia
by Gary Wetero

CP75 Modern Taiwan in the 190s
by Gary Klintworth (ed.)

CW6 New Technology: Implications for Regional and Australian Security
by Dermond Ball and Helen Wilcon (eds)

CP77 Reshaping the Aushalian Army: Challenges for the 1990s
by David Horner (ed.)

C.WB The Intelligence War in the Gulf
by Dermond Ball

Cng ltovocative Plans: A Critique of US Strategy for
Maritime Conflict in the North Pacific
bv Dermond Ball
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CP80 Soviet SIGINT: Flawaii Operation
by Dermond Ball l7.il

CP81 Chasing Gravity's Rainbow: Kwajalein and US Ballistic Missile Testing
by Owen Wilkea, IVlegan van Frank and Peter Hayer ZZ.n

CP82 Australia's Threat Perieptions: A Search for Securiiy
by Alan Dupont l7.W

CP83 n"it!i"g Blocks for Regional Security: An Australian Perspective
on Confidence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs) -

in the Asia,/Pacific Region
bv Degmond Ball

CP84 dustralia's Security Interests in Northeast Asia
by Alan Dupont

CP85 Finance and Financial Policy in Defence C-ontingencies
bv Paul Lee

CP86 Mine Warfare in Australia's First Line of Defence
by Alan Hinge

CP87 Hong Kong's Fuhrre as a Regional Transport Hub
by Peterf. Rimmer
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CP88 The Conceptual Basis of Australia's Defence Planning
and Force Structure DeveloPment
by Peul Dibb

CP89 Shategic Studies in a Changing World: Global,
Regional and Aushalian Perspectives
bv Deamond Ball and David Horner (eds)

CI90 Tire Gulf War: Austratia's Role and Asian-Pacific Response
byJ. Mohan Malik

CPgf Defence Aspects of Australia's Space Activities
bv Desmond Ball

CW2 The Five Power Defencc Arrangements and Military Cooperation among
the ASEAN States: Incompatible Models for Security in Southeast Asia?

by Philip Methven
CP93 Infrastruchre and 9:curity: Problems of Development

in the West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea
by T.M. Boyce

CP9{ Australia and Space
bv Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds)

Ct'95 UeNpfOnCg' 2010: Some Implications of Tedrnology for ADF Fuhrre
Land Force Doctrine, Leadership and Structures
by Devid W. Beveridge

Ct96 The Origins of Australian Dplomatic Intelligence in Asia, 19311941
by Wayne Gobert

CPET Jipan is Peacekeeper: Samurai State, or New Gvilian Power?
by Peter Polomka

CIt98 The Post-soviet World: Geopolitics and Crises
bv Coral Bell

CP99 Indonesian Defence Policy and the Indonesian Armed Forces
by Bob Lowry

CP100 Regional Secririty in the South Pacific: The Quarter-century 197U95
by Ken Ross

CP101 The Changing Role of the Military in Papua New Guinea
by R.f. May

CP1O2 SLatigic Gange and Naval Forces: Issues for a Medium kvel
Naval Power
bv Sam Bateman and Dick Sherwood (eds)

cP103 ASSaN Defence Reorientation 19711992: The Dynamics of Modernisation
and Stnrchrral Change
byl.N. Mak

CP104 The United Nations and Crisis Management: Six Shrdie
by Coral Bell (ed.)

CP105 Q2erational Technological Developments in Maritime Warfare:
Implications for the Western Pacific
by Dick Sherwood (ed.)

CP106 More Than Little Heroes:
Second World War
bv Nicola Baker

Australian Armv Air Liaison Officers in the
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Security Crisis
by Matthew Gubb

CP108 The Development of Australian Army Doctrine 194i:-1964

by M.CJ. Welburn
CP109 The Navy and National Seorrity: The Peacetime Dmension

bv Dick Sherwood
CPl10 Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) in South Korea

bv Dcsmond Ball
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